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—News In Brief
Group says program meets half
of state's poor children's needs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The needs of Kentucky's poor
children were only half met in the last five years by state and
tederal programs designed to help them, according to a study by
an interest group.
"Children and Dollars," a report by Kentucky Youth Advocates Inc., put part of the blame on the state's alleged failure to
react to cuts by the Reagan administration on federal spending
for social programs.
"In almost every instance where federal funding declined, the
state was unable or unwilling to use state funds to make up the
resulting deficit," the report concluded.
"We think Kentucky flunked the challenge that the president
gave to us, which was that states ought to be more responsible for
these programs," said David Richart, executive director of the
interest group.
John Cubine, principal assistant to Human Resources
Secretary Al Austin, said Kentucky Youth Advocates had done "a
very good job" of documenting the needs of poor children.
He said the report "will be a very good document for us" to use
in the cabinet's request for funding from the General Assembly,
which convenes Jan. 7. review.
-We don't take the report as a negative toward this agency,"
Cubine said. "There's never going to be enough money to take
care of everybody's needs. We've never as an agency tried to go
out and say we have enough money and services to take care of
everybody's needs."
The report, which Richart said took a year to complete, examined 47 state and federal social programs, their level of spending and the numbers of people being reached.
The report said two programs - maternity home services and
legally required metabolic disorder testing for newborns - were
meeting 100 percent of the need from 1981 to 1985, due to the
absence of any waiting list for service.
Of the remaining 45 programs, information about needs was
available on 36, the report said. The level of need being met ranged from 5 percent to 89 percent, with an average of 51 percent, the
report said.
Increases in program spending was charted two ways - actual
ilollars and adjusted for 12.5 percent inflation.
The report found "significant funding gains" for maternal and
hild health services and day-care programs.
It found "modest" gains in spending on food stamps four nutrition programs that serve children and pregnant and nursing
mothers.
Losing money over the five years were family planning, pro!-.:rams for youth in juvenile court, welfare and youth(Cont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...

Lighting the Luminaries
J.D. Rayburn lights one of the 342 candles in the Christmas
Luminaries along Olive Boulevard Sunday evening. The Olive
Boulevard residents all contribute to the yearly event, and
Rayburn noted that the Luminaries will be lit again tonight,
tatf photo b).Ds%id luck

Reagan leads memorial service
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(API - President Reagan, saying "we grieve as a nation, together," led this military community today in mourning the deaths of
248 members cif the 101st Airborne Division killed in an aircraft crash as they
returned home from peacekeeping duties
in the Middle East.
Reagan and his wife, Nancy, flew here
from Washington to attend a memorial
service honoring the 245 men and three
women of the "Screaming Eagles" who
died along with eight aircraft crew
members Thursday in the crash of a

chartered DC-8 in Gander, Newfoundland.
"Some people think of members of the
military as only warrictrs, fierce in their
martial expertise," Reagan said. "But the
men and women we mourn today were
peacemakers.
"They were there to protect life and
preserve peace, to act as a force for
stability and hope and trust.
"Their commitment was as strong as
their purpose was pure," the president
said. "And they were proud. They had a
rendezvous with destiny, and a potential
they never failed to meet."

The troops were killed as they returned
home for Christmas after six months' duty with peacekeeping forces in the Sinai
desert.
"You do not grieve alone. Reagan toid
families and friends of the victims.
"We grieve as a nation, together. as
together we say goodbye to those who
died in the service of their country.'" he
added.
"In life they were our heroes in death
our darlings,•• he said
(('ont'd on page :;)

Ft) the 4voetated Press

(wANDER, Newfoundland - Officials are preparing to fly
to
I )elaware the bodies of some of the 256 U.S. soldiers and
crew
who died in the DC-8 plane crash, and investigators say finding
the cause of the disaster is difficult but not impossible.
WASHINGTON - In the aftermath of last month's superpower
summit at Geneva, almost all the sanctions imposed by
the
[Trilled States against the Soviet Union because of its invasion
of
1fghanistan and other international misdeeds have been lifted.
MANILA, Philippines - Government and opposition figures
joined in paying tribute to former Foreign Minister Carlos P.
Romulo, remembered for walking ashore with Gen. Douglas
MacArthur at the start of the Philippines' liberation from Japan.
WASHINGTON - With the yearend Capitol Hill recess looming, major roadblocks preventing passage of a huge spending
bill
to finance most of the government have been cleared
by
Congress.
WASHINGTON - The United States should enjoy slightly better economic growth next year but a recession looms as a growing possibility in 1987 with a great likelihood that the downturn
will either be triggered or made worse by the new balanced.
budget law, the nation's business economists said today.
WASHINGTON - Rural and suburban residents are about
twice as likely to be crime victims as their citified counterparts,
the Justice Department said in an analysis of 1983 crime
statistics.
WASHINGTON - The Pentagon has finally won approval to
build new chemical weapons for the first time since 1969, a green
light granted as part of a congressional deal which halted tests of
the U.S. satellite-killer missile.
WASHINGTON - Christmas tree sellers - no scrooges they are making only modest price hikes this year. But, there is a
premium on perfection.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday.
are urged to call 733-V116 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours p.m. Monday thru Friday, 11
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Mostly sunny Monday.
High in the lower 408. West
wind 5 to 15 mph. Mostly
cloudy Monday night. Low in
the lower to mid 20s. Continued mostly cloudy Tuesday. High around 30.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for a chance of rain or
snow about Friday otherwise
mostly fair.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5
Barkley. Lake
354.5

Counter-terrorism force moving to Fort Campbell
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) The Army will transfer 1.300
members of the 5th Special
Forces Group to Fort Campbell
as part of an effort to improve
forces designed to counter terrorism, U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
said Monday.
The Army will spend $60
million on construction of new
hangar facilities and ad -

ministrative quarters at the
fort, which straddles the
Kentucky -Tennessee border,
said Ford. D-Ky., in a statement
issued by his Washington. D.C.,
office. . •
The -special forces unit has
been stationed at Fort Bragg.
N.C.. he said, adding that the
move would be completed by
next summer. Fort Campbell

has sufficient housing for the additional troops. he said.
Fort Campbell is the home of
the 101st Airborne Division, Air
Assault, which lost 248 troops
last week when a chartered Arrow Air DC-8 jet crashed shortly
after takeoff at Gander,
Newfoundland.
The transfer of the special
forces unit is part of an Army-

wide effort to expand forces
designed to counter terrorism
and engage in low -intensity
combat operations. sw•h as the
Grenada invasion. Ford said
"Fort Campbell has always
been home to ex k eptionai
soldiers and I am pleased these
special forces are being added to
the base," he said

Cities to host
rallies geared
at bolstering
more support
for education
ASHLAND. Ky. Al'1
- A
citizens' group formed to promote support of Kentucky's colleges and universities said it
would stage public rallies in
eight cities on Jan. 6.
Robert D. Bell, an Ashland Oil
executive who chairs Kentucky
Advocates for Higher Education, said the cities were chosen
for their regional location and
accessibility.
The meetings sites and local
times are: Paducah, community
college theater. 7:30 p.m..
Owensboro, Executive Inn. 7
p.m.; Bowling Green, lobby of
Downing University Center. 4
p.m.: Louisville, Hyatt Regency
north ballroom. 530 p.m Fort
Mitchell. Drawbridge Inn, 7:30
p.m.: Lexington. Worsham
Theatre, University of Kentucky
student center. 7 p ni
Somerset. Holiday Inn. 7 pTh
and Ashland, community col.
lege auditorium. 7 p m
Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education, a non-profit
group, was fOrmed earlier this
year to increase popular and
financial support for Kentucky's
public and private colleges

Students recognize a need
Residents of (*lark Hall at Murray State University through their
hall council and staff supported a
money drive to collect for Need Line. Residents were asked to
remember those who might need help
over the holidays by donating money at the hall desk. Residents
contributed $55 which was used to purchase items for Need line. Shown delivering items to the Need Line
office at 209 Maple St., Murray.
art,from left, Carolyn Outland, community service worker for Need
Line: Jim Burke.(lark Hall Coun•
cil president; Greg Cain, RA; Tom McWherter. hall director:
Rob Henry, Senior R. Euple Ward.'
Need Line executive director, said the office will be closed on Tuesday.
Dec. 17, to prepare food baskets •
to be delivered before Christmaaig 142 families. Thirty-eight of the
families are being sponsored 4 persons, organisations or firms and Need Line is sponsoring the others. Any
one desiring to sponsor a family for the food basket may contact Need line, 753-8333. Donations of staple
food items and nume) niay
he made at the office.
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Soldier: 'I'll survive the Sinai
but not the trip on the plane'
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The widow of an Army officer
killed in a chartered jetliner
crash in Canada says her husband was fearful of the plane's
condition before he and other
military personnel boarded it.
Capt. Edward J. Manion was
one of 248 soldiers killed Thursday when an Arrow Air DC-8
crashed after takeoff from
Gander International Airport en
route to Fort Campbell, Ky.,
from the Mideast. Eight crew
members also died.

Ill-fated troop departure
This Jul 9
- file photo shows troops of the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) as they prepared to
depart for five months peacekeeping duty in the Sinai. The flight returning 248 of the soldiers crashed
in
Gander, New Founderland last week. At far left is U. Col. Marvin A. Jeffcoat Jr., command
er of the
task force.

Reagan at seri ice...
Cont'd from page I)
Offering a prayer, the president said.
"Receive,0 Lord, into your heavenly
kingdom the men and women of the 101st
Airborne, the men and women of the
great and fabled Screaming Eagles:
"They must be singing now, in their joy.
flying higher than mere man can fly, as
flights of angels take them to their rest."
On Sunday, about 1,000 mourners, many
weeping, gathered in the nearby town of
Clarksville. Tenn., for an interdenominational service for the victims.
Sobbing women and men in uniform filled the church.
"The last song to be sung, the last
sound to ring down through the, corridor of
this universe, is not going to be a funeral
dirge and it's not going to be the
nauseating sound of crashing of jets. it's
going to be a hallelujah chorus," the Rev.

George Gracey of the First Presbyterian
Church of Clarksville said after reading
the 23rd Psalm.
Spec. John Bishop said that he lost his
best friend, Scott Gerdes, but that the
community's drawing together has helped
him with his personal grief.
"Seeing the president, the chief of
staffs, all our chain of command, all the
billboards outside — it's helping
somewhat," Bishop said.
The president's visit highlights the outpouring of concern from the local community as well as the rest of the nation
for the families of the victims.
Food and money were being collected to
assist the families of the dead soldiers, a
base spokesman said. Many people
donated toys for the soldiers' children in
time for Christ4tas.
"All welcome the sharing of love and affection and prayer," said Army Chief of
Staff John A. Wickham Jr. during a
weekend visit to the base.

Mrs. Manion said her husband
told her he had heard the plane
that was to take them home
"was all screwed up and having
many problems."
"They (Arrow Air) also had
such a bad reputation," she
said. "Their planes had broken
down so many times. They were
always delayed and there were
so many problems."
Officials of Miami-based Arrow Air have declined to comment on the crash while an investigation is under way, with
airline spokesman Robin Mattell saying only, "This is the first
fatality we've had."
Mrs. Manion said her husband, who was *ith the 101st
Airborne Division" that was
finishing up a six-month international peacekeeping tour in the
Mideast, was distraught when
she talked to him by telephone
before the ill-fated flight.

A list of Kentucky passengers...
Here is a list ot Kentucky
passengers aboard the Arrow
Air DC-S that crashed at
Gander. Newfoundland, killing all aboard
The list is compiled -fro M Information supplied by the
Pentagon, authorities at Fort
Campbell and Fort Carson,
Colo and relatives
Military authorities provided only names, ranks and current residence
Where
availarl. other biographical
information has been
provided
Andreoff. Steve. Stall Sgt .
Fort Campbell. My

Black. Hauslund 0.. Cmd.
Sgt., LaFayette, Ky.
Brancato, Charles. Sgt.,
Fort Campbell, Ky.
Carter, Tony. 40. Fort
Campbell, Ky.
Cruz-Salgado, Fransisco,
Staff Sgt . Fort Campbell
Davis. James. Sgt., Fort
Campbell
Eastman, Michael, Capt.,
Fort Campbell, Ky.
Englebert, Christopher. 22,
Spec. 4. Louisville, Ky.
Grala. Douglas, Staff Sgt..
Fort Campbell, Ky.
Manion, Edward John, 30,
Capt., Fort Campbell. Ky.
Martin. Thomas L., Pvt. 2,

Outland and Dennis receive final
sentencing Friday in Circuit Court
Final sentencing for Kenny
Outland and Inez Dennis was
handed down in Calloway Circuit CoUrt Friday, according to
the circuit court clerk.
Outland pleaded guilty to an
amended charge MRS 517.020,
from a previous charge of
misrepresenting an odometer
reading, and was sentenced to

one year in the county jail, probated for two years on the condition he commit no like offense
and make restitution.
Inez Dennis pleaded guilty to
an amended charge of deceptive
business practice and was
sentenced to two months in jail,
suspended for one year on the
condition restitution made

"He told me,'I'm going to survive the Sinai but I'm not going
to survive the trip home on the
plane,— Christine Manion said
in a telephone interview Sunday
night from her home in Fort
Campbell.
"My husband called me 48
hours before he left and told me
he had no confidence in that
plane," she said. "It made me
physically sick."

Louisville, Ky.
Mayhew, Ronald G., 24,
Sgt.. Fort Campbell. Ky.
Moore, Samuel Theodore
Jr., Staff Sgt., Fort Campbell,
Ky.
Nelson, Donald C., Sgt. 1st
Class, Fort Campbell, Ky.
Nichols, Richard Sidney,
Sgt., Fort Campbell, Ky.
Owens, Gregory Allen. 22.
Pfc., Louisville, Ky.
Palmisano, Jeffrey R.,
Sgt., Fort Campbell, Ky.
Parris, Rudy, CW3, Fort
Campbell, Ky.
Phillips. James D. Jr., Cpl.,
Fort.Campbell, Ky.
Powell, Barry C., 1st Lt.,
Madisonville, Ky.
Rahr, Michael R., Spec. 4,
Fort Campbell, Ky.
Robinson, Thomas E.J.,
Sgt., Fort Campbell, Ky.
Sellner, Timothy D.. Staff
Sgt., Fort Campbell, Ky.
Scott, Gregory L., Spec. 4,
Oak Grove, Ky.
Smith, John S.. Spec. 4.
Louisville. Ky.
Stone, Earl C., CW2, Fort
Campbell, Ky.
Thompson, Danny C., Sgt.,
Fort Campbell. Ky.
Witt. Kevin Michael, Sgt.,
Fort Campbell, Ky.

"He broke into tears and
"Those men were really lookcried, and all I kndirs he's not a
ing forward to coming home, but
person to be friglitened," she
they were all terrified and horrified about getting on that
said. "It was like he was saying
plane," she said
goodbye forever — it tore him
apart.
Mrs. Manion questioned the
government's procedure of us"At that point, the first thing
that hit me was that he was seeing chartered plan, s for
ing his own death."
transporting military.
Her husband had recurring
"They were getting by with
images of "being vaporized"
the cheapest thing. They've got
before he left for the Sinai misto realize that these guys
sion six months ago, Mrs. Madeserve better than that after
nion said.
they've served their country,"
"I don't believe in that vishe said.
sionary stuff, but I don't know
ABC News, in its Sunday night
what to make of it now," she
program, played a tape recorsaid.
ding from one of the victims,
Mrs. Manion said she would
Spec. 4 Jeff S. Kee of Pensacola,
miss today's ceremony at which
Fla., that complained about the
President Reagan and his wife,
aircraft chartered by the
Nancy, will meet the victims'
military.
families. Her 17-year -old
daughter from a previous mai.riage will attend, she said.
"I'm sure he (Reagan) is a
wonderful person, but the only
thing that will make me feel betDue to the change in adter is to see a change" in the way
ministration, as of December 31,
the Army uses charter planes,
no property taxes will be colshe said.
lected in the sheriff's office until
When Manion left for the Sinai
the audit has been completed,
last summer, he boarded an ArSheriff David Balentine said.
row Air DC-10 "that was so bad
The proceedings are expected
it's a miracle they got there,"
to take about one to two weeks.
Mrs. Manion said.
"I was standing on the main
strip and watching that plane
barely get off the ground, it was
The Murray Planning Comshaking and wavering so badmission has rescheduled its
ly," she said. "His (Manion's)
regular monthly meeting from
sergeant was holding me
December 17 to Monday. Dec. 30
because we were so sure it
at 7 p.m.
wasn't going to make it off the
A public hearing will be held
ground."
on a request by Murray EnterThe plane was heavily loaded
prises to rezone a tract of land
with equipment and "they could
located on Southwood Drive
barely squeeze things into the
(site of the proposed Quality
door," she said.
Inn) from-AG (agriculture) to
Mrs. Manion said she has
B-2 (highway business
received "calls from all over the
country from both active-duty
.1
and retired people, begging me
to help by saying these things."

Delay in collection
of taxes announced

Meeting planned

uistribution set

Jim Paxton named associate
editor of Paducah newspaper
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Paducah lawyer and former
newspaper reporter Jim Paxton
has been appointed associate
editor of The Paducah Sun. the
city's daily newspaper.
The appointment was announced Saturday by Fred Paxton, the Sun's publisher and the
president of Paducah
Newspapers Inc., which also
owns WPSD-TV in Paducah.
Jim Paxton, 30, is the
publisher's son.
He is a graduaLe of Centre College and the University of Kentucky Law School, and served
stints as a reporter at the
Nashville Banner and as a copy
editor at the Lexington Herald
before entering law school. He
joined the Paducah law firm of
Whitlow. Roberts, Houston &
Russell in 1984.

Murray man jailed
on burglary charge
Murray Police officers and the
Kentucky State Police arrested
Charles Blanton, 32, of 109 Pine
Street, Sunday night and charged him with burglary-third
degree after the officers
responded to an alarm at Stokes
Tractor and Implement Company on Industrial Road.
Blanton is being held in the
Calloway County Jail on the
charge, according to the Murray
Police Department.

Jack Paxton, the publisher's
nephew, had been the paper's
editor until September, when he
died in a McCracken County
plane crash. His position will be
unfilled for the time being.
Two other promotions also
were announced.
Karl Harrison, 38, was promoted from managing editor to
executive editor. The Marshall
County native has worked for
the Sun the past 10 years.
Don Pepper, 61, a longtime
reporter and editorial writer,
was promoted to editorial page
editor.

Free government commodities will be distributed
Wednesday and Thursday.
December 18-19 at the county
road department of East
Sycamore Street between the
hours of 9-3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to obtain
these items should present proper identification. If picking up
the items for another individual,
a signed note of authorization
must also be provided.
Residents are also urged to bring with them a bag or box for
carrying the items.

Clarification
The Jeffrey Cooper listed in
Saturday's District Court summary is not the %same Jeffrey
Cooper of Route 1. Hazel, Ky.

Poor children's needs...
(Cont'd from page 1)
employment programs, the report said.
Richart said some cuts were self-defeating because they gutted
programs that foster social independence.
Employment training is worthwhile because "we know if we
can train people, we can take them off welfare," he said.
He also cited family-planning programs, saying: "Once teenage girls have a baby, they're almost always caught in a cycle
of
poverty."
An introduction to the report says it was conducted to determine the effects of two things:
— A legislative study showed $100 million in federal funds and
$85 million in state funds were cut from the Cabinet for
Human
Resources budget from 1981 to 1984.
— In that same period, the number of children living below
the
federal poverty level in Kentucky increased by 9,200, which
was 4
percent.
Kentucky Youth Advocates said it received major funding
for
the 180-page report from The Foundation for Child Developm
ent
in New York. Other funding was provided by the Louisvill
e section, National Council of Jewish Women; Brown &
Williamson
Tobacco Corp.; General Electric Employees Community
Fund;
Metro United Way, Louisville, and the Edna McConnel
l Clark
Foundation, New York.

CJrze
. eetings
We're
working on
making this
Christmas the
best one yet!
Thank you..
everyone

01
tke:
Here's wishing you and yours a
season filled with joy and love

Rudolph Me:& Alignment Inc.
721 S. 12th
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PERSPECTIVE
The great U.S. Senate
mailing rip-off
The cost of franking privileges and government-paid
mailings by the U.S. Senate
has been revealed for the first
time, and it is appalling.
In three months of this year,
100 senators have managed to
spend $11 million, sending
"junk mail" flyers to constituents. Most of the material is
out-and-out campaign propaganda, issued by senators
coming up for re-election in
November. This is material
that should come out of privately donated campaign
funds, not the pockets of the
taxpayers.
Worst of the Senate
spendthrifts was California's
Alan Cranston. His .government-paid mail for the threemonth period cost $1,632,832.
Cranston says his expenditure is justified because it is

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — The corporate world is having an even
worse time than Uncle Sam in
keeping its secrets, and the
three-day, $16 runup in the price
of RCA shares is the latest illustration of the point.
• The Securities and Exchange
Commission, the New York
Stock Exchange and the Chicago
Board Options Exchange are investigating that jump and the
wild trading that occurred just
hours before General Electric
annoUnced it was buying RCA.
In this instance, it is obvious
that many people knew
something big was brewing. The
numbers are the evidence.
Close to 9 million shares of
RCA were traded on the NYSE
in just three days, which
averages about 3 million a day,
a sum equal to the total average
daily volume of every NYSE
stock — 1.143 of them — just 25
years ago.
In those three days the price of
RCA shares rose more than $16
to $63,50, or more. than 30 percent, which is the kind of return

by john cunniff
that any non-avaricious investor
might hope to make in three
years or so rather than three
days.
Numbers of that sort answer
conclusively the question of was
there insider trading, leaving
the investigators plenty of time
to focus on answers to the bigger
questions: Who did the trading,
and how did they get the
information.
Whether they get the answers
is another matter, because in
some instances it is all but impossible to prove a case.
It is unlikely that any corporate officers or directors of
either company were involved.
because that would be too blatant an offense. But how about
the friend of an uncle of a
secretary who knew her boss
was at a big meeting?
Solid information isn't even
needed — just a hint.
With that hint, those who
closely follow the affairs of companies can come to reasonable
conclusions that something ifhportant is at hand. And that's
likely enough to change prices.

looking back
Ten years ago
Melanie Norwood of Calloway
County High School and Bill
Bailey of Murray High School
have been nominated to attend
National 4-H Conference in
Washington, D.C., according to
Fred Gillum, local 4-H agent.
Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller waa elected
president of Kentucky County
Judges' Association at a
meeting held at Louisville.
The annual Memorial Baptist
Church Kindergarten program
will be presented tonight at the
church. Connie White and
Dorothy Rogers are teachers.
Pictured is Keith Mitchell of
Lambda Chi Alpha as he hands
Fireman Frank English a sack
of toys representing 550 toys collected by the fraternity at Murray State University. The toys
will be repaired and distributed
by Murray Fire Department at
its annual Christmas party.
Twenty years ago
Airman Van B. McGinnis, son
of Mr. and Mrs. M.D. McGinnis,
is taking training as an aircraft
maintenance specialist at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas.
Woodmen of World Camp 592,
Court 728 and Grove 126 had a
joint Christmas family night
supper on Dec. 13 at American
Legion Hall.
Murray State College Symphony Orchestra will give a concert tonight at Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSC, with Prof. H.
Leo Blair as conductor and

featuring Prof. Russell Terhune
as pianist.
Murray Lions Club held its annual Christmas party at
Calloway County Country Club
with over 150 Lions, their wives
and guests present, according to
James Rogers, club president.
Mrs. C.B. Ford told a story of
Minnie Pearl. written by Tennessee Ernie Ford, at a meeting
of Arts and Crafts Club held at
home of Mrs. Taz Miller.
Thirty years ago
Harvey Ellis, agricultural
representative of Peoples Bank,
has been appointed County
Agricultural Chairman for
Calloway County by Kentucky
Bankers Association.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Miller.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Middle
Tennessee 86 to 66 for second
straight basketball win in Ohio
Valley Conference. Howie Crittenden was high for Murray with.
28 points and Carden was high
for Middle Tennessee.
Piano students of Mrs. D.F.
McConnell presented a
Christmas recital on Dec. 10 at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Bobbie Grogan, Mrs.
Charles Mason Baker. Mrs.
Robert Baar and Mrs. John
Winter presented a program at
meeting of Wesleyan Circle of
Women's Society of Christian
Service of First Methodist
Church.
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royko says

important to communicate
with 26 million Californians —
and that his mailing cost was
only 6 cents per constituent. It
won't wash. The total still is
$1.6 million and it can't be
excused.
Sen. Charles Mathias Jr., RMd., chairman of the Senate
Committee on Rules and Administration, has been working for some time to get the
closely guarded mailing costs
opened to the public. He says
the 1985 cost of the free-mail
privilege in both the House
and the Senate will run $144
millIon.
Mathias says the misuse of
the mailing privilege is an
embarrassing example of the
waste of the taxpayers'
money. We say the senator
from Maryland is so right.
Cranston should be ashamed to lead this rip-off list.
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by mike royko

Seven-grand watch doesn't add up
If poverty, an unhappy
childhood or being dropped on my
head as an infant had forced me
into a life of crime, I know what
my racket would be.
I would have specialized in
stealing Rolex watches from the
wrists of those who flaunt them.
Why the Rolex watch? Because
of all the ostentatious products
that are available in our
materialistic society, the Rolex
watch is the most offensive to me.
By stealing them. I would be able
to engage in a life of crime while
still having no pangs of concience. Except for politics. I can't
think of any endeavor that provides this combination.
The full silliness of owning a
Rolex watch struck me a few
days ago when I saw an ad for
them in my newspaper.
The ad said that if you bought
a Rolex now, you could take up to
24 months to pay. Why should it
take 24 months to pay off a
wristwatch? A car maybe. Or a
stove, refrigerator and bedroom
set. But a watch?
That's because the cheapest
Rolex costs $550. and the top
model costs $7,100. And for that.
what do you get? You get a
device_that you y.:_?Argri.. your__
writ and it tells you the time of
day.
I used to work with an executive who had a Rolex — the
top of the line, gold. $7,000-plus
model.
We used to have lunch in the
same corporate.lunchroom. And
whenever we sat near each other.
I'd say,"Got the correct time?"
He'd look At his $7.000-plus.watch
and give me the time. I'd look at
my $32 Japanese-made. battery
operated watch, nod, and say,
"Yep, that's what my $32 watch
says, too." Then I'd say
something like, "Do you happen
to know what 95.2 multiplied by
33.8 is?"
He'd look exasperated because
he knew what I was up to. "No,
I don't" he'd say I'd jab at my
watch, which had a minicalculator on it. and in a tem
seconds I'd triumphantly, say.
"The answer is 3.217.76."
- He'd shrug; and I'd -sneer and
say,"I would think that for'T-,000 smackaroos, your watch would
tell you what 95.2 multiplied by
33.8 is.,,
Then I'd hit another button, and
my watch would play a song. I
concede that it didn't sound like
the Chicago Symphony, but tinny
as it sounded, it was a song."
"Does your watch play a
song?" I'd ask.
He'd sigh and say, "You know
it doesn't."
"Well, for seven big ones. I'd
expect it to play Beethoven's
Ninth."
Then I'd run through the rest of
my watch's capabilities, the stop

letter to
the editor
Dear Editor.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club would
like to thank everyone who
helped make the '85 Christmas
Tour of Homes a huge success.
Over $600 was collected and will
be contributed to the Lifeline
program of the Murray Calloway County Hospital, to
each local school system's
gifted/talented program and for
Clubhouse improvement. A
special thanks goes to The Murray Ledger & Times for a very
complete and informative article with pictures: to the tour
home owners - Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Bolls, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Bolin. Mr and Mrs. Jerry McCoy
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Parker:
and to all the people who toured
the homes to make this a x•ery
successful event.
Sincerely.
Gale Vinson, Secretary
Kappa Department
Murray Woman's Club,

thoughts in season

watch mode, the alarm clock
mode, the light-in-the-dark mode.
"So?" I'd say. "Can yours do
any of these amazing things?"
"A Rolex," he would say
haughtily, "doesn't do tricks. It
tells the time."
No, it does far more than that.
It permits the wearer to make a
social statement. It says. "Admire me. Envy me. I have seven
thousand bucks strapped to my
wrist just to tell me what time it
is. That means I am a big cheese,
a top banana, a fat cat, a big bopper."
How crass. And how obscene,
considering the terrible social
deprivation that exists in our
society. Why, for $7,000, the cost
of that one watch, some poor,
thirsty wino could stay looped for
10 years.

One day. my Rolex-wearing
friend came to the lunchroom
without his watch.
"Were you mugged?" I asked
in a voice filled with hope.
"I'm having it cleaned." he
said.
I took my watch off and
slammed it against the table. It
shattered.
"Why did you do that?" he
asked.
"I've had it two years and the
battery was running down."
"Couldn't you replace the battery?"
"Why bother?" I said, reaching
into my pocket and withdrawing
another watch. -I already bought
the latest model. Four alarm
clock modes Four different
songs. An improved calculator.
Plus all the other features.

"Sure, I've splurged millions on these
mailings... HOW ELSE am I going to inform
the voters of my efforts to cut govern
ment waste?"

THE WOVE to GIMPEACH SANTA
CHAPTER SIX
By Robert J. Boyle

The blizzard had stopped as Nttrt
!Nile (hie approached Kennedy air
port in New York.
'We'll be landing in three min
ut es,- the elf pilot. .1 umpin' Jack announced. "Fasten your seat belts.
The huge peppermint stripeti airplane got ground clearance and JUIDpin' Jack made a perfect landing.
As Juniperperper and .linkersnipes departed. he said to them.
"Lots of luck, fellows. We're all
counting on you."
Julia June said. "Juniperperper. if
you,get busy tonito-rtiw. Ell understand.'
"Don't worry ,'' Juniperperper
said. "I won't be that busy. Well go
to the El Tura come heaven to- high
water.The two elves left the plane and
were welcomed by Ambassador D.
Lightful Wynter, of Magic Fort-st,
and Ambassador U.B. Fruitful. of
Crystal Paradise.
114
"Welcome," they said. "You can
think
I
better
I
like
it
in
the dormitory,
count on us for any support of
Santa.Juniperperper thanked them and could climb into them. The living
I don't really have any secret
said."Do you have any idea how the rii,)ni had (.111111' TV. a pantry filleol plan.with all types of food. sodas. and
vote will go?"
"My, oh my and my.- Jinkersnipes
"It is too early to tell.- II. Lightful milk to drink.
replied. "Then we better get busy.Wynter replied. "But I feel misst of
This really is
hing,- JuniperFor the rest of the afternoon, the
the ambassadors are on Santa's side. perper saiti "I tic\ it hail a place like two elves kept their noses in law
this before."
They all like christmas.hi loks.
Joikersiiipes suggested. "Let's
"That's good.- Jinkersnipes said.
At 5 p.m. Jumperperper said,
"What time does the case begin"
take a re-'.t unt 11 dinner."Well. Jinkersnipes. vke better get
.1;1111d II I.a
"Promptly at 9:30 a. m. tomorti i
ready to go out to eat.row,Fruitful replied.
The, twii elves bat hed, combed
The ambassadors escorted JuniThe 1.1
their suit cases t heir hair and put on their best elf
;
perperper anti Jinkersnipes to their anti then climbed into their heels.
Stilts.
Quiet ilescepileil over the suite.
hotel, "The Lily Palms,right 2,ff
They took a taxi to the Pink Plaza
Central Park.
iii I i g' 20 !MIMICS the elves re- where Julia June was staying.
The bellhop who took their bags mained quiet.
When she saw both elves coming
said. "Lots of luck. I don't know
"You know it is too quiet in here,- into the lobby she smiled and said.
w hat we would do without Christ Juniperptolter said.
"Well, two handsome elves.- She
mas. Tips, you know, are bigger thir"Yes. y ou're
.11111it•I'Snlpf'S
winked at Juniperperper.
rtpli141.
ing the Christmas seastin."
-We had no date and would have
Juniperperper laughed and re
think I like it better in the dor- been in that lonesome hotel. room ,by
plied. "Well, that really isn't the rea- mitory cc here we have friends anti u rse Ives,'• JUniperper.peraid
son for Christmas but I guess I can't latighter.- Jumperoeri ter said. "This "Would you like to have dinner with
blame you for wanting bigger tips.- may look great anti t lie bctis are (Aim- us?"
The rition clerk greeted the two fortable hut
friends."Love to." she replied. "We'll all
eiv es w h,"Weicome. gent'einem
'So do I .1 pike' stopi., replied.
have 11111.have the ambassador's suite ready
'I'll be happy ti 0.1 hack to the
.11111iperperiler heart skipped a
for you. My name is Hugh Redder Nort ii Pole.- .1 unittci periter said.
heat when he realized how underand I'm at your service. Anything
"It w on't be too long.- •Iiimperper- standing Julia June was.
you need. just ask me and I'll see per said. "But t-c
fi‘ t• minutes
The three' elves went to the Circus
that you get it. The Lily Palms is at away from the NI WI h r ••••••-ins like on the Round Square for dinner and
• then attended the Broadwa
your service. And, confidentially.
a
y show,
certainly hope you w in our, case.
"Bey. were sountling h.tmesick.- "Fiddler on the llot Tin Roof."
Juniperperper replied - Let's get
tofavi
After the show they took ,Julia
SaT
nh
tae its4i4-iit.1:w1).fernreYt
busy anti we'll keep oulnuiiui.Is off the June hack to her hotel.
.;
and were flabbergastet
North P•,ic. We shotild 7.4 nih our le
"1 had a wonderful evening, boys."
for i„ni„i. she said as -she kissed
."Boy, this sure heats II% 04:.' In a gal briefs so we're
both elves.
.di/Maur-y.1kt
benorrow'
.'
- - Juvriper=
r
s1. SAO as he VleWeel he-suite of
tholieht
had a secret p1,01 to perper -said. not realizing that his to%k 111 t he 4. -;1,
0- k% It h011i ntt problell1S.- mtit-row would be terribly, terribly.
Tw11 huge double beds. xe ith down Jinkersiiipes said
busy.
mattresses and
oh." juniperperper --aid "I
‘c ere
(More TomorroW)
equipped with ladders
..111 :aid that to make peorle feel
hi cl%
I

ken V% olf
When
you
need
help,
sometimes you have to work hard
to get it. According to recently
published diaries written by the
man who was Winston Churchill's
private secretary during World
War II, the English Prime
Minister worked hard to win
President Roosevelt over to
England's side.
•
, According_ to .ho; secretary;
ChlVehtll once rem lied" No lover ever studied every
whim of his mistress an I
did those of President
Roost.% elf.

$32.50."
I also pointed out that if I
replaced it every two years, at
the end of 20 years I would be
$6,600 ahead of him and his
Rolex. And by then, the improved model would plubably include
a TV screen and a laser death
beam to ward off hostile street
urchins.
"That may be so," he said in a
lofty manner."but you will never
know what it is like to have worn
a Rolex."
We worked in the same place
for several more years. Then he
moved to a city on the West
Coast. When he left, he still had
his fancy Rolex.
And that's one of the things that
bugs me about Chicago: When
you really need a mugger, there's
never one around.

t111,S

Illy

_

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Bethlehem gets lots
of mail at Christmas

Annive-rsaryT reception on

BETHLEHEM. Md
mailed or brought to
IAP) — It's an this outpost from
understatement to say around the world, to be
that the post office in hand-stamped with the
this small town on special Bethlehem
Maryland's Eastern Christmas postmark.
Shore has a Christmas which shows the Three
rush — but it there's a Wise Men following the
dividend.
Star of Bethlehem.
Postmaster June
Ms. Wagner may
Wagner. who works out sometimes feel that she
of a country store and could use a workshop
usually handles about 25 'full of elves to help with
to 50 pieces of outgoing the crush, but it's worth
mail per day, gets bi.t- it: she says Christmas
ween 2,000 and 3.000 season mailings help
pieces daily at this time pay Bethlehem's post
of the year.
Office expenses for the
The letters have been rest of the year.

LINDA HENDRICK'S THIRD Grade Class at
East Calloway Elementary School won first
place for the best participation in the school lunchroom program for one month. Because of this
win, the cooks provided a small party as a
reward. Students are pictured in both top and
bottom photos at the party.

Dolphins stop on trip
NEW YORK tAPI —
Not every traveler passing through the Big Apple en route to Europe
gets this kind of
hospitality: coordinated
efforts by city officials
to make their stay comfortable, and even ac-

cess to a heated swimming pool.
Then again, these
travelers were a little
out of the ordinary.
They're three dolphins
heading for a Swedish
marine park.
The three, having
traveled to New York
from Miami. waited to
catch a plane to
Stockholm. but there's a
little turnaround time
between the cargo
flights.
The travelers couldn't
very well book a suite at the Waldorf.
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Mr.and Mrs. Morton
on wedding day
Mr. and Mrs. Euel B.
Morton will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday,
Dec. 21.
A reception, hosted by
their daughter, Judith
and her husband.
Charles Jackson, and
two grandsons, Mark
Jackson and Lee
Jackson, will be held
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Morton
were married on Dec.
21, 1935. by the Rev.
R.F. Gregory at his
home in Murray.
Their attendants were
Eulala Paschall and the
Mrs. Morton. the
late Arcie Morton who former Esther Erwin, is
were later married.
the daughter of the late
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NEW YORK (API —
Some talking toys may
be new this season, but
as far back as the days
of the ancient Egyptians. moving — and,
later, talking — toys existed to delight,
challenge and comfort
children of all ages,
says a toy historian.
"Nearly every culture
has created miniature

people and animal
dolls." says Robert
Malone, a robotics expert and consultant on
electronic toy design
and manufacturing.
"These were either
ritual objects. used by
priests, or more inform a 1 toys and
playthings."
Most of what was
created thousands of

and to
all our customers
a big 'Thanks"

111.1;14 N
11

1.puest•4.remlins
rode of Allence•H H

op

NIun. tsal. II a.m. 10 p.m.
Sun 1 p.m. 10 p.m

Kin gswood
Beauty Salon
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Sales & Rental
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Otie Outland Erwin and
D.K. Erin.
Mr. Morton is the son

Lancelot Dr.
753-5587

chestnut et. 753-3314

Donate a Toy
and Get a
FREE
CONNECTION!

A SURPRISED RECIPIENT was Mary Gertzen,
left, when she was presented with the Golden
Heart Award at a meeting of Women's Guild of
St. Leo's Catholic Church. With mixed emotion
and gratitude. Mrs. Gertzen accepted the pin for
dedicated service to the guild, church and community. She attributes her willingness to help
with a daily recitation of a serenity prayer. Making the presentation was Trudy Baker, vice
president of the guild.

Share your Christmas with a
needy child and we'll share a
Cable TV, HBO, Cinemax or
Disney connection special with
you. Donate a new toy (worth
$5.00 or more) before
December 20th and get
Cablevision connected for free!
Bring your Toys for Tots to:

111131111011111111111
toeSt WiSlieS
Nell 1

iiiiporls

Bel Air( caitiff

MURRAY CABLEVISION

Owners:
Steve & Martha
Andrus
753-1851

When you give a gift to
Toys for Tots you'll make a
needy child in our community very happy this
Christmas. And in return
you'll get a gift that entertains you and your family
all year 'round at a great
savings. All toys will be
turned over to the Murray
Fire Departments Toys for
Tots program.

Holiday with Care
Enpy ymese41

And ,f your hOlday

oesse cs,ve WiTH EXTRA
many

CARE

so

years ago has been mechanisms," he exdestroyed, he points out. plains. such as the windbut some very early up and pull toys that
evidence remains, and were handmade in
archaeologists have Europe and Japan from
found examples during metal, wood and bamthe last century in re- boo. They date back to
maining primitive the 16th and 17th
cultures.
centuries.
These have often been
'In 1730, a Frenarticulated — jointed —
statues and toys with chman named Vaucanmoving limbs. from In- son created the first
dia and Nigeria, as well talking head, which proas American and Nor- nounced words using a
thwest Indian cultures. mechanical voice box.
Malone says. One of the Less than 50 years later,
earliest moving statues Pierre JacquetDroz
was the Saluki toy dog. fashioned a harpcreated nearly 4.000 sichordplaying
years ago and at- automaton doll, which
tributed to the treasures worked by mechanisms
of Egypt's King similar to a music box ''
The 19th • century
Tutankhamun.
ushered
in the era of the
"The Greeks were
probably able to make mass-produced toys and
moving statues." says dolls. including French
Malone, as indicated by and American walking
the reference to them in and swimming dolls in
Homer. In A.D. 100, 1876, which were springHero of Alexandria is wound and used music
said to have made many boxes for sound.
steamdriven moving
In 1890, Thomas
statues. These creations Edison invented a
were rediscovered a phonographic talking
thousand years later in doll that was massPersia. and account for produced and said,
the flying horses, brass "Mary had a little lamb.
butterflies and other Its fleece was white as
"miracle" objects of snow ..." It had a crank
Arabian folklore. handle and was dressed
Nothing but drawings of in period clothes.
these kinds of objects
A mere 30 years ago.
remains.
the age of mass"The first real produced electrically
evidence of a moving driven toys and dolls
statue is from 1352 in began. Malone notes.
Strasbourg, France." Chatty Cathy debuted in
Malone says. "A the mid -'50s as a
cathedral statue in the modern, conventional
form of a cock was able doll with a miniature
to crow, flap his wings. phonograph inside.'
stick out his tongue and operated by pulling a
move his head. It is the string.
oldest working moving
She was followed earstatue, and it operates ly the next decade by
by clock mechanisms." Robert the Robot, a
From this point. "walking" robot — he
Malone observes three rolled on wheels — with
distinct periods in a limited talking
Europe, the East. and mechanism and a
later America, leading remote control. In 1977
up to the remarkably came the introduction of
sophisticated talking 2-XL. a cassettedriven
toys on the shelves talking robot toy to
today.
which a child could res"First was the age of pond with answers to
the hand-crafted questions.

plans ,nclude SOME. Ony.nce
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Toy historian talks about older toys.
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By RAINEY APPERSON
During the Christmas open
houses in Murray a couple of
weeks ago. Hofman Nursey
gave each visitor a Christmas
story entitled "The Legend of
the Candy Cane." This legend
will give your spirits a lift.
The Legend of
the Candy Cane
"So old as a symbol of
Christmas is the familiar candy
cane, that many have forgolten
its origin. Its shape, like that of
the shepard's staff symbolizes
guidance and protection of the
good Shepard. Its color Red
symbolizes atoning sacrifice,
and the color White symbolizes
purity. The broil. red stripes
symbolize the supreme sacrifice
of the Saviour. The smaller,
thinner stripes symbolize the
smaller sacrifices one makes as
a Christian. Its distinct odor is
much like that of a biblicial
herb, "hyssop," which was used

for medicinal purposes, symbolizes healing. "By His stripes
we are healed." It is candy and
meant to be broken and shared:
Just as His body was broken that
we might share in His
inheritance."
• • •
The news of the plans for the
indoor courts at Kenlake Tennis
Center is enough to lower your
spirits. As usual the higher ups
in the political game, have come
up with another wild idea to
spend tax payers money. The
powers that be plan to destroy
two of the four indoor tennis
courts at the center.
If anyone has any information
that would indicate the need of a
meeting room to accommodate
450 people during November
through March in the Aurora
area please let me know.

I can understand wanting to
utilize the facilities, but why
convert the tennis courts to
volley ball and basketball courts
as the plan states. Just leave
them tenni& courts when there
are no meetings.
If you are a tennis player or
not, please contact your elected
officials and stop this expensive,
destructive arid wasteful plan.
• • •
Crisis number 25 looms on the
horizon. When Dear Abby and
Dear Ann Landers, 67-year-old
twin sisters retire, there is no
one to fill the gap. Neither of the
sisters has made any plans to
retire soon, but the day is coming. According to Kerry Slagle,
managing editor of the features
for the Dallas Times Herald,
"Somebody has got to surface,
but I don't see anyone."
All would-be advice columnists admit that Abby and Ann
are a hard act to follow.
Margaret Whitcomb, who writes
as Dear Meg, feels that she is a
new voice, but will anyone
follow her is another question.
Some editors wonder whether
Dr. Joyce Brothers might be a
replacement.
The two directly involved syndicates, News American Syndicate and Universal Press Syndicate don't like to think about
successors, but prefer to bicker
about which columnist, Ann or
Abby, is No. 1.
• • •
Merry Christmas to all the
readers of Rainey's Day

Mrs. Davis speaks at UDC meeting
Mrs. Edward Davis
The devotion was
presented a program at
given by Mrs. Douglas
a recent meeting of the Shoemak
er, chaplain.
J.N. Williams Chapter Reports
were given by
of the United Daughters Mrs.
Glen Hodges,
of the Confederacy held 'secreta
ry. and Mrs.
at the home of Mrs. Willia
m Barker,
William Major. North treasure
r.
20th Street.
Also present were
"The Last Battle in
the War of 1861-1865"
was the subject of Mrs.
Davis' program. A
native of Alabama, Mrs.
Davis had heard firsthand accounts by

MRS. EDWARD DAVIS
spoke at a meeting of
J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy held
at the home of Mrs.
William Major.
relatives and friends
who participated and
how they were affected
by this bgttle.
Mrs. Davis said this
last important land battle of the War Betwen
the States was fought
april 16. 1865, resulting
in the capture of Columbus by federal troops.
The engagement began
directly west of Columbus in Alabama and
ended on the Georgia
side of the Chattachoochee. The defending line of entrenchments in Alabama
was more than one mile
in length. Both Cavalry
and Infantry engaged in
the battle.
The speaker said a
marker erected in 1953
at the corner of Fourth
and 14th Streets in Columbus remains a constant reminder of the fall
of Columbus. Ga.. and
Girard (Phoenix City),
Ala.
Mrs. Davis was introduced by Mrs. Inez
Claxton, chapter
president.

Also present were
Mrs. J.O. Chambers,
Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs.
E:S. - Ferguson, Mrs.
Fred Gungles, Mrs.
Laura Jeripings, Mrs.
John Livesay, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Mrs.
Harding Wells, Dr.

Mildred Hatcher and
Dr. Halene Visher.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Major.
-The chapter will meet
Wednesday,(Dec. 18, at
1:30 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. Livesay.

ATTENDING A RECENT MEETING of J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy Were,from left, seated, Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, Mrs. E.S. Ferguson, Mrs. N.A. Ezell, standing. Mrs. Glen Hodges,
Dr. Halene Visher, Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Mrs. Inez Claxton, Mrs. William
Barker, Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, Mrs. Edward Davis. Mrs. Harding Wells
and Mrs. William Major. Not pictured is Mrs. John Livesay.

GREETINGS OF
THE SEASON

Dismissals, newborn listed by hospital
The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Friday, Dec. 13. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Timothy Roberts, Rt.
4. Murray; Steven
Salyer, Rt. L Hardin;
Herbie Snider, 307
Mayfield Rd., Clinton;
Lowell Manchester.
Box 266. Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Nancy
Dublin and baby boy,
1702 Ridgewood Dr.,
Murray;

Billy McCuiston, CR
Box 167A, New Concord; Roy Colson,Jiox
79, Hazel; Ivan Cooper,
Rt. 1. Box 172, Hazel;
Robert Davis, Rt. 8.
Box 1020, Murray; Mrs.
Louisa Cunningham. Rt.
1, Box 118, Almo;
Lubie Wallace, Rt. 1,
Box 258A. Farmington:
William Outland I expired) 416 South Eighth
St., Murray.
————
The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals

for Saturday, I )t-( . 14
No new born admissions
were listed
Dismissals
Mrs. Lisa Parker and
baby boy. Box kI5,
Paris. Tenn.: Mrs.
Mary Ann Barrow and
baby boy. 321 South 13th
St., Murray.
Billie Parker, 510
South Sixth St.. Murray.
Miss Lyndi Whitlock,
Rt. 4, Harrisburg. III.
Mrs. Stephanie
Watkins, 304 12 South
12th St., Murray: Mrs
Sadie Nell Waters, 403
South 11th St , Murray:
Walter Karnes, fit 1.
Box 243, Kirksey: Mrs.
Amy Wilson. 305 South
13th St., Murray:
Bruce King, Rt. S. Box '
Miss Martinez Herring was out of the coun- 606, Murray: Mrs. Lottry and could not be tie White. 200 South
Sixth St., Murray
reached for comment
— —— —

Miss USA Laura M. Herring
gets bracelet from company
EL PASO, Texas
(API— The Zale Corp.
jewelry chain has
donated a dazzling goldand-diamond bracelet to
Miss USA Laura Martinez Herring after officials in her home county refused to pay the
$6,000 bill for it.
The 3.1-karat bauble
was lent to Miss Martinez Herring from
Zales before the Miss
USA pageant in May.
After she won the national competition,
Mayor Jonathan Rogers
and County Judge
Patrick O'Rourke gave
it to her and said private
contributions would pay
for it.
But When the bill landed before the El Paso
County commissioners,
the board called, it an
"inappropriate expenditure of taxpayers'
money," Commissioner
Mary Haynes said.
Zales ended the embarrassing dilemma on
Dec. 11. "We don't want
anyone to be uncomfortable with something we
intended as a gift. What
we want to do is simply
withdraw our bill and
donate the bracelet.as a
gift," said Bill Harris.
Zales senior vice president for advertising and
sales promotion in
Dallas.

A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday,
De('. 15. have been
released as follows •
Newborn admission
Wilson baby boy,
parents. . Kathryn and
Johnny, *03 South 16th
St . Murray
Dismissals
Mrs. Charlotte
Mullins and baby boy.
Rt 6. Box 591). Murray:
Miss Diana Foster. B1
South Side Apartments.
Murray
Mrs Sheila Kirks and
baby girl. *9 Coach
Estates. Murray Mrs.
Sandra Bynum. Rt. 1.
Box 271, Almo
Mrs. Pauline
Barham. Rt 1. Box 31
(1 kedom
Tenn .
Robert Lents Box 42.
Hardin
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Sunbird
Airlines,
Inc.
Rt. 2
489-2199

MURRAY-CALLO WAY
CO. HOSPITAL

Santa will be here...
•

For All Your
Santa's Needs

_

Country Crossroads

Court Square Mall
114 W. Broadway
Mayfield
247-0020
Holiday Hours:
Dec. 12 & 13
Dec. 14
Dec. 16-24

437-4871

9-8
9-5
9-8

in our Main Office Lobby!
December 18-24, 1-4 p.m.
Bring the children for a visit with Santa. and
enjoy refreshments in our Holiday Room'

gwr-TaBank of Murray
THE FRIENDLY BANK"

al

Member FDIC

PR E-tHRISTMAS SALE

1/
2

1/, i)rice

Large Groups of...
Pants
Skirt
Scan 4.s
1 I a tid bag.-

Sweaters
Blouses
Vests
1/4.11 i
Socks

China /
1
2 Pric—el
011.1.

Jack4.1.-

No Layaway On Sale Clothing

apia

Ark

`,1NO

-

- celebrate tin, •

(Formerly Sir Thomas Smoke Shop)

We Deliver

Yr"

0

Up to 10 full hides are
used in the interior of
every Rolls Royce car,
with the leather coming
from animals pastured
by electrified fences
rather than barbed wire
to prevent abrasions
and scratches.

—Pipes
—Makers Mark
•Benwade
Bourbon Chocolates
•Jobey
—Ehrier's Chocolates
'Alpha
—Lindt's Swiss Choc.
—Tobacco
—Collard & Bowser
—Cigars
English Toffee's
—Accessories
—Popcorn in tins
—John Conti
—Abbey Cheeses
Gourmet Coffee and Sausages

Hardin
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The Emporium

To our special friends we
say "thanks

Route 1

MOND A 1 . DECEMBER 16, 1985

ILA Price
All Silver, Stainless Pewter
and Sterling Flatware
All Silver Holloware
All Crystal Stemware
All Pottery Dishes
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Couple will renew vows Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Gould of Rt. 6, Murray,
will be honored on their
40th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 22.
The couple will renew
their marriage vows in
a 4 p.m. ceremony at
Christian Community
_Church. South 16th
Street and Glendale
Road, Muray.
A reception, hosted by
their children, will be
held immediately
following the ceremony.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Gould
were married on
Christmas Eve. Dec. 24.
1945 in the home of the
bride's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Brandt of
Northeastern Iowa.
The groom had just
returned from Europe.
having been in active
military service during
World War Il. Mr. Gould
is now retired from. Illinois Bell Telephone
Co.. Chicago, Ill.
Their three daughters
are Mrs Charles (Lorna ) Hollensed of Glen
Ellyn. Ill., Mrs.
Craighton iLinda ) Hippenhammer of
Cleveland Heights,
Ohio. and Mrs. Brent
Louise ) Boston of
Groton. Conn.
Their four grandchildren are Sarah
Hollensed. Alice
Hollensed, Darci Hippenhammer and Sopda
Hippenhammer.

Buffet reception will be Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Relmon
Wilson will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday,
Dec. 21.
Their children will be
hosts at a buffet reception in the Community
Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank. All friends and
relatives are invited to
visit between the hours
of 3 to 9 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
were married on Dec.
23, 1935, at Paris, Tenn.,
with D.T. Spalding officiating. Their attendants were Olice
Youngblood and Curtis
Wilson.
Mrs. Wilson, the
former Adeliac
Bourland, is ttke
daughter of the late
Charles Bourland and
Valeria Bourland
Rowland.
Mr. Wilson is the son
of the late Oliver Wilson
and Hallie Wilson Boggess. He retired in 1968
from Allied Chemical
Co., in Michigan. After
returning to Murray he
was employed by
Peoples Bank of Murray
and also is retired from
that business.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
have two daughters,
Mrs. Hank (Laverne)
Kailimai of Belleville,
Mich., and Mrs. Gary
(Pam I Overbey of Murand two sons,
James A. Wilson and Calif., Edwin L. Wilson
wife Kyong, of El Toro, and wife, Chris, of

•

Mr. and Mrs. Ramon .Wilson

Alf. and Mrs. Dou,s,,Y1a.•;.Gould
" On n-edding day- in 1-945-

Chickamauga, Ga.
children and six greatThey have 15 grand- grandchildren.

Doctor urges people to treat middle ear infection to prevent deafness
NEW YORK (AP) —
Middle ear infection is a
common disease among
children which, untreated. can cause hearing toss, ruptured eardrums and even lifethreatening complications, warns Dr. David
J. Lim. a Deafness
Research Foundation
director.
If an infant or older
child has a cold with a
sore throat and earache,
it's possible he or she
may also have a middle
ear infection, he says.
The infection is called
otitis media. or OM.
"To add to the proe-rn • y • w- h e rr OMbecomes chronic it is
often painless, and
children can't tell adults
that their hearing is impaired. They don't

know." says Lim. an
authority on OM.
So serious and
widespread is the problem, according to the
foundation, that of the
3.3 million infants born
in the United States
each year. 71 percent
will have had OM at
least once before they
reach their third birthday. And a third will
have had three or more
bouts in that time.
The Deafness
Research Foundation,
based in New York, is
the only national voluntary health organization
committed to basic and
clititeal 'research on
deafness and hearing
disabilities. It is financing research to better
understand OM — and
devise methods to treat

or prevent the disease
Lim.an
otolaryngologist, and
his research team have
been working on OM for
20 years at the
Otological Research
Laboratories. College of
Medicine, Ohio State
University in Columbus.

He says ur til an effective vaccine is
irnmediate
medic-.1 attention is
essential whenever a
ba.),., or an older childe
gels a cold with a sore
throat or earache.
These signs should be
looked for — and one

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Medication can
ease cold sores
Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — For years R
been getting cold sores or fever blisters inside my nose. Can cancer develop from this? What can be done to prevent the sores? What medications can
be used on them?
DEAR READER — Cold scores are
painful nuisances but do not lead to
any serious condition. Get a prescription for acyclovar (Zovirax) and use
the medicine as directed. It may help.
DEAR DR.GOTT — I am a 62-yearold grandmother and have had. Reynaud's disease and scleroderma for 25

may be the only sign
present — Lim says.
— A pulling on the
earlobe.
— Irritablility,
especially with fever.
— A noticeable difference in the ability to
hear.
OM occurs when the

years. I know there is no cure, but is
there any medication I could use?
Sometimes I get so dizzy I feel like I'm
going to pass out.
DEAR READER — Cortisone may
remove many of your symptoms that
result from scleroderma. Apparently,
your doctor wisely, deferred using it
because of its side-effects and complications. Perhaps your doctor would
consider referring you to a rheumatology clinic at a teaching hospital,
where the experts might be aware of
something new.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm 54, and
three months ago I had vaginal surgery to repair a cystocele and a rectocele. Until that time, my husband (60)
—and I WI enjoyed a fairly active sex
life. The pain is now is too great to permit intercourse. I take Premarin
40.125) and have tried K-Y Jelly. Is our
sex life over as far as intercourse is
concerned?
DEAR READER — Following the
type of surgery you had, normal relations may be impossible until healing
has been completed. By three months,
most of that healing should have taken
place,so I'm concerned that there you
may be having some unforeseen problem. Ask your gynecologist for an ap.r0•111.

eustachian tube, an airway between the throat
and the middle ear, is
functioning poorly, he
says. When it occurs,
the middle eu develops
high negative pressure,
making it susceptible to
bacterial infection
through the eustachian

pointment to discuss, in depth, your
unusually severe discomfort. In theory, there is no reason why you may
not eventually enjoy a satisfactory sex
life.
put my hair is extremely thin on top.
My father and both grandfathers had
almost nonexistent hair, but my uncle
kept his until he was in his 40s. Would
the drug minoxidil help? Is it available in the United States? It probably
has side-effects. but I can't imagine
the thought of going bald.

tube.
acute OM. he says,
Once the bacteria adding:
enter the middle ear
"Bacterial comcavity, they can cause ponents-can be trapped
acute Infection, Lim ex- in the middle ear even
plains, which results in when the bacteria have
a buildup of pressure been killed by antibiotic
due to accumulation of treatment, causing perpus behind the eardrum. sistent effusion that
If the infection is not results in temporary
treated promptly, the hearing loss during the
eardrum may rupture.
critical period of the
"That's why early child's development."
The Deafness
medical attention is
crucial," says Lim. "If Research Foundation is
the _broken membrane also seeking to identify
fails to heal properly, the cause of the chronic
permanent hearing loss inflammatory process.'
is likely. Medical follow- Once the agent causing'
up is essential, and at the middle ear inflamtimes constant monitor- mation and destruction
of bone and tissue is
ing is critical."
isolated, youngsters
Another type of OM is with chronic OM will
the persistent middle have an infinitely better
ear effusion known as chance of growing up
serous or secretory OM with normal hearing,
that can result from Lin says.

DEAR READER — You may be the
recipient of some unwanted genes in
the form of hereditary baldness. Minoxidil is available in the United States
and has been shown to promote hair
growth in certain individuals. HowevNEWTON, Iowa (AP)
er, get a dermatologist's advice and
— Buyers of stacked,
approval before using it.
full-capacity washers
Send your questions to Dr. Gott in and dryers want their
care of this newspaper at P.O. Box laundry facilities within
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101. Due to easy reach of the living
volume of mail, individual questions
area of their home, a
cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be answered in fu- survey by Maytag
shows.
ture columns.
Only 4 percent among
c 19115. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
100 purchasers of new

Bu.I'ers want appliances near
equipment put it in the
basement, while nearly
90 percent placed it near
a living area on or above
the first floor. The most
popular location was a
first-floor laundryroom.
Other often-cited spots
were the kitchen, the
hall closet and the
bathroom area.

NEW LOCATION

Buy Where You
Can Get Service

Betty

FRAMERS
GALLERY

Christmas Specials

/11acklin
Let's
celebrate as the
sweet sound of
Christmas toy

Murray
Our
Location
* .e

resounds
throughout the
world tonight!

Tom
Taylor Rd.

Midway
Model II-331
11,300 B.T.U.

STSLSR
Complete Remote
Control
Rog. $1,995

$1795

Sale

Murray Satellite Sales

$7995

Hwy.

1 South (13
/
4 NM's) 753-9263

Hinton s

Dixieland Center
Same Day to 5 Day Service!!

Santa's Checklist
Custom I Designer Framing
Needlework Specialists
Reedy Made Frames
Ray Harm Prints
Bill Oranstaft Prints
Kin Holland Prints
Duck Prints
Early American Prints
Teddy Bear Prints
Occupation& Sport Prints
Floral & Bird Prints
Wild Animal Prints
Bird Dog & Hunting Prints.
Old Bern AI Wood Prints
'Coce-Cola Prints
"tr Prows Ws Ad tor 0180011111.
753-0077 Murray 10.5

Reg. $99.95

New Aladdin TR6000
22,600 B.T.U.
Reg. $159.95

*He Place

$

1 995

We Service Kerosene Hooters
Wicks In Stock For Most Brands

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE

Southside Manor 753-5678

205

N. 4th

Murray

733-4110

foSti FARM R4is
CATFISH FILLET °°
1/2 Order $4.45
Full Order $5.95
Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky. Open 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141

*ellen *ens
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Coming events announced

•

Monday, Dec. 16
Lady Racers will play
Southern Illinois
University, Edwardsville, at 5:15 p.m.
followed by Racers and
Bowling Green at 7
,
?30
p.m. in Racer Arena,
Murray State University. Admission is $5.
- - -AA and Al-Anon will
have a potluck supper at
7 p.m. For information
call 753-0061. 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
---Prospective Member
Night will be from 7 to 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
-- - Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. For information
call 762-686: or 762-6851.
- --Lydian Stnday School
Class of 41estside Baptist Churci will meet at
6:30 p.m at Sirloin
Stockade.
-- - Adult Great Books
Discussior Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Gary Schroeder. 1622
Miller Ave.
- -MurrayLodge No. 105
Free aid Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lcdge hall.
- --Colts aid Fillies 4-H
Club viii have a
Christmas party at 6:30
p.m. at ?agliai's.
--- Nortiside Baptist
Churct Women will

MONDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1985
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Monday, Dec. 16

Tuesday, Dec. 17
Tuesday, Dee. 17
Tuesday, Dec. 17
Diet and Diabetes will United Methodist
Christian Women's
Club of Murray will meet at 2 p.m. and Sibl- Church
have a "Collect Call" ing Preparation Class
-- - Purchase Area Arts luncheon at
Senior Adults will
noon at will meet at 5 p.m., both
Council will meet at 7 Seven Seas
in third floor classroom , meet at noon in
Restaurant
p.m. in Art Department,
Murray-Calloway Coun' Fellowship Hall of First
---Graves County High
Baptist Church.
Jackson Purchase ty Hospital.
School.
---Historical Society will
------_Murray Moose Lodge
have a luncheon at noon
All retirees of any
Reservations for at Curris
Center, Mur- will have its enrollment locals of UAW-AFL-CIO
ladies day luncheon on ray State
meeting at 8 p.m. with and their spouses will
University.
Wednesday at Oaks
officers to meet at 7 have a covered dish sup---Country Club should be
A Social Security p.m.
per at 5:30 p.m. at First
made by today with Representative
---Christian Church's
will be
Melva Hatcher or Mur- at Miller
Murray TOPS ( take Fellowship Hall. This is
Courthouse
relle Walker.
Annex from 10 a.m. to off pounds sensibly .I sponsored by Local 1068.
---Club will meet at 7 p.m.
noon.
---Tuesday, Dec. 17
at Health Center.
Quilt Lovers will meet
---Need Line office at 209
---at 6 p.m. in annex of
Health Express of
Maple St., Murray, will
Murray Assembly No. Calloway Public
Murray-Calloway Counbe closed all day today
ty Hospital will be at 19 Order of the Rainbow Library.
to prepare food baskets
Dexter Center from 9 to for Girls will meet at 7
---for families for
11 a.m. and at old school p.m. at lodge hall.
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Christmas.
---yard at Kirksey from
at American Legion
---Murray Optimist Club Hall, South Sixth and
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
UMW of Martin's
is scheduled to meet at Maple Streets.
---Chapel United
Diet and Diabetes will 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
---Methodist Church will
meet at 2 p.m. and Sibl- Family Restaurant.
Christian Women's
meet at 6:30 p.m. at ing Prepara
---Club of Murray will
tion Class
Western Sizzlin
Need Line office at 209 have a
will meet at 5 p.m., both
"Collect Call"
Restaurant.'
in third floor classroom, Maple St., Murray, will luncheon at noon at
---Murray-Calloway Coun- be closed all day today Seven Seas Restaurant.
All retirees of any
to prepare food baskets
ty Hospital.
---locals of UAW-AFL-CIO
for families for
_
Jackson Purchase
and their spouses will
Murray High School Christmas.
Historical Society will
have a covered dish sup---Christmas Concert will
have a luncheon at noon
per at 5:30 p.m. at First be
UMW of Martin's at Curris
at 7 p.m. in school
Center, MurChristian Church's
Chapel United ray State
gymnasium.
University.
Fellowship Hall. This is
Methodist Church will
------sponsored by Local 1068.
Mothers Morning Out meet at 6:30 p.m. at
A Social Security
---will be at 9 a.m. at First Western Sizzlin Representative will be
Quilt Lovers will meet Unite
d Methodist Restaurant.
at Miller Courthouse
at 6 p.m. in annex of
---Church.
Annex from 10 a.m. to
Calloway Public
Southwest Calloway noon.
---Library.
Health Express of Elementary School will
---Murray-Calloway Coun- present its annual
Free blood pressure
AA will meet at 8 p.m. ty Hospital will
be at Christmas program at 7 tests will be given from
at American Legion Dexter Center from
9 to p.m. at school.
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Hall, South Sixth and 11 a.m, and at old
--school
Seventh-day Adventist
Maple Streets.
Mothers Morning Out Church.
yard at Kirksey from
---will be at 9 a.m. at First
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Purchase Area Arts Council will meet tonight
Centers: and 10 a.m. to 3
James E. Welch, field veterans benefit
( Monday ) at 7 p.m. in Art Department of Graves
p.m. at Ellis Center.
counselor of Kentucky Center for Veterans AfCounty High School. Jack Goodwin, council
fairs, will be at National Guard Armory, Murray
(Cont'd on page 18)
president, will preside. Following the meeting
on Tuesday, Dec. 17, from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. He
refreshments will be served and persons will
will pie present to assist veterans, their families,
have an opportunity to view drawins and paintheir dependents or beneficiaries in the presentatings by Mayfield artist, Norm Robson.
tion, proof and establishment of all claims,
privileges rights and other benefits which they
may have under federal, state or local laws. The
service is free.
Mr. ani Mrs. Steve Dublin, 1702 Ridgewood
Dr., Muray are the parents of a son, Jordyn Ed0 0 0
e 0°
;
-7
7411
- 111
ward, born on Tuesday, Dec. 10, at Murray0
6010
Callowai County Hospital. Grandparents are
4
L
. 101
.
el%
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Edwards of Sedalia and Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Dublin of Mayfield.
a
meet at 7
church.

p.m

at

Ann Wilson
Clerk of Circuit
and
District Courts

6(7 tti/JA
/4y ii(itt
Aaika
/kr/wt. 7'

INEZ BUTTERWORTH
DEBBIE DODD
JANET DEERING
POLLY HOHMAN
JULIE SMITH
-CHARLOTTE WILSON
MICHAEL WILSON

DATEBOOK

Arts Council will meet

Counselor will be here

ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGES
NO REFUNDS
STORE HOURS
9 to 5 DAILY
9 to 7 FRI & SAT
1 to 5 SUNDAY

.fordyn E. Dublin born

111°3

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK

Idnessa N. Smith born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith of Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Janessa
Nichole, weighing seven pounds, born on Saturday, Dec. 7, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Cindy Brown.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Mac Brown of
Paris. Tenn., 3ill Smith of Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Elaine Garland of New Freedom, Pa.

Ex:)ress stops listed
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital wi I be at Dexter Center from 9 to 11
a.m. and in aid school yard at Kirksey from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m on Tuesday. Dec. 17. The Dexter stop
will be offering free blood pressure checks,
anemia an] diabetic screenings. At the Kirksey
stop patrons can be tested for glaucoma and high
blood pressure.

r

LADIES
SWEATERS

0
0

,
AL,

11

•

GREETINGS
We're overflowing with
merry thoughts for you and
yours to have the best
Christmas possible'

e're delivering our sincere
Wthank
s to you
and yours!

We thank you for making 1985 an
enjoyable year, and wish you and yours a
very Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year.

From all of us at

REG. PRICE

MENS

The
Clinic
Pharmacy

the

104 N. 5th
753-8302

KUT'N KURL BEAUTY SHOP

FASHION
JEANS
$

1088

Aleethig canceled
Callowi.y County Association for Retarded
Citizens vill not have its regular meeting on
Thursday, Dec 19. a spokesman for the group
said.

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger,
French Fries &
Med. Drink

C2mpbell in Arizona
Army ifc. Timothy A. Campbell, son of Joe W.
and Mary A. Campbell of Rt. 5. Murray, has
arrived for duty at Yuma Proving Ground, Ariz.
Campbel. an instrument calibration specialist,
was previously assigned at Lowry Air Force
Base, Co. He is a 1984 graduate of Callowa
y
County Hgh Schoo.

Special Good Dec. 13-19

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045

Murray Country Club Pro Shop
Gift Certificates Available For
Lessons, Merchandise and Carts 753-9430

LADIES SKIRTS

30%OFF
REG. PRICE

Price Increase Jan. 1st

Tour Model Custom Built Irons
T.T. Lite Shafts
Dynamic Gold Shafts ..

Custom Built Metal Woods

$199.95

'235.00

Price Increase Jan. 1st

.

Radial Custom Built Irons

20% to 40% OFF
along, with our

Jr. Golf Clubs — Age 4-9
Irons 3, 5. 7, 9
Putter-Woods 1-3-5

$ 18.00 Ea

Golf Bags

Mons & Ladies - 100% Cotton
Large Selection of Colors
Orig $42.00 Sale '32.50

Men's, Ljodies'. Jr 's
Hogan-MacGregor-Wilson

Ladies' - Orig $42 00

Sale '32.00

.0•••••eivierw

„

•q**4411•
,•et.
.:
,'

,

LADIES LINGERIE

Irons $ 14.50 Ea

Pickering Sweaters

Izod Windbreekers

4.74

REG. PRICE

PURSES
%OFF
REG. PRICE

30% OFF

our heartfelt cheer to
you

30%OFF

LADIES

Hogan - Ping - Wilson

Footjoy Golf & Tennis Shoes
Sizes 38 to 12-Men's, Ladies, Jr.'s

LADIES PANTS

Special Orders on Clubs

'199.95
'235.00

T.T. Lite Shafts
Flex Flow Shafts

'59.00
'55.00

Flex Flow Shaft
T.T. Lite Shafts . .

/
1 OFF

20% to 30% OFF
Izod Ladies' Rain Suits
Orig. $52.00 -

Sale '42.00

AC T1
NOW I

LADIES

PANTY HOSE
REG. PRICE

501 PAIR
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Virtually all anti-Soviet sanctions have
been lifted following aftermath of summit

FISHER PRICE
DISTRIBUTES PROFIT
SHARING. TURKEYS —
Fisher Price employees
received an early Christmas
present Friday as profit sharing checks were distributed.
Pictured above, from left.
Sharon Rogers, Glenda Hill.
Stan Hill. Jimmy Gilliam and
Wanda Greer open their
checks, while at right.
employees tine up to receive
their Christmas turkeys. During a meeting held Friday,
plant manager Frank Urbandc reviewed the accomplishments of the Murray
plant and its employees during 1985 and reviewed some of

the new toys to be produced in
Murray in 1986. Friday's
distribution of about $525,009
in cash or deferred monies

represents the first installment of 1985 profit sharing
with the final installment to
be distributed in March 1986.

ts;

•
•
• .
...we're wishing
you a happy and

ft

healthy Christmas!

Fitts Block & Ready Mix
East Main

Have a Little Drink?
Use a Little Sense

DEAR ABBY:Our 16-year-old son
brought his high school newspaper
home, and an article titled "Have a
Little Drink?" appeared on the-front
page. It was from your booklet,
"What Every Teen--Ager Ought to
Know," and printed withyour permission.
My husband agrees that it should
be run in your column so that
children all over the country can
read it. Please do, Abby.
•
JIMMY'S PARENTS,
MILWAUKEE

VANAg.,‘Ntet 7.‘/

, ,k

was bad.
The only major sanction still
fully in place is continuing
restrictions against exports of
high technology equipment,
such as advanced computers.
Those restrictions were imposed
jointly by the United States and
its allies.
The Soviets also have not had
restored their full pre Afghanistan quota for fishing in
American waters, and probably
never will because of other considerations not related to the
Afghan invasion. the State
Department official said. The
current quota is 50.000 tons,
compared with the pre-invasion
quota of 400,000 tons.
Not only have the sanctions
stemming from Afghanistan
been lifted, but so ha7e the sanctions imposed agairst Moscow
following the martial law
crackdown in Poland in 1982,
and the shooting dowr.of a South
Korean airliner that strayed into
Soviet territory in 194.

By Abigail Van Buren

0t'1.
\NCW11-, -•

decision by American banks, according to a State Department
Soviet expert. But he said banks
are sensitive to the political
climate in deciding on loans and
undoubtedly took the warming
of ties into account.
"I don't think anything is just
happenstance," he •said. "In
relations with the Soviet Union,
politics and economics are inevitably related." He asked not
to be identified.
In another reflection of the improved climate, a major trade
delegation headed by Secretary
of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige
was in Moscow last week to promote increased trade.
One of President Reagan's
first foreign policy decisions
after taking office was to lift the
embargo against grain sales to
the Soviet Union imposed by
President Carter after the
Soviet move into Afghanistan.
Reagan overruled then Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr., who thought the timing

Dealt)

°Ik°

O

WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
aftermath of last month's superpower summit at Geneva, nearly all the sanctions imposed by
the United States against the
Soviet Union because of its invasion of Afghanistan and other international misdeeds have been
lifted.
Their elimination reflects both
the passage of time and an improving political climate, U.S.
officials say, even though the
Soviet aggression in
Afghanistan has increased
rather than diminished since the
sanctions first were imposed.
In addition, American banks,
for the first time in five years,
have resumed lending to the
Soviet government to buy
American grain. The amount of
the recent loan, $400 million,
was at an especially favorable
rate of interest, just less than 8.5
percent.
The cutoff in bank lending
following the 1979 Afghan invasion was a purely commercial
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Mademoiselle Shop
111 S. 4th
753-3882
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Alcoholism is now considered
a disease, not a character flaw
to-be ashamed of. Just why one
drinker becomes an tic.oholic
and another doesn't i& still a
puzzle. But onething-istertain:
Alcoholism is self-induced and
self-destructive.
This is not to say that a can of
beer or an occasional- cocktail
will start you on your way to
skid row. Fordhe vast majority,
it won't. But for a few, alcohol
can be a bomb, a time bomb.
How can you tell? There are
DEAR PARENTS: Here's the
clues: If...
piece:
You're hAving three while
HAVE A LITTLE DRINK?
others are having one ...
Now about drinking:
You need a drink tn make you
Are you afraid to say no when
feel more relaxed, clmfortable
someone in the crowd says,"Aw,
and at ease with people ...
come on,have one ..."? Don't be.
You drink because i gives you
If someone offered you a Coke,
self-confidence and ccurtsge
and you didn't like Coke, you
You turn to alcohol in times of.
wouldn't hesitate a second to
stress or trouble—to "forget" ...
say,"No,thanks."
You drink alone ...
You take a drink to help you
get over the effects of the night
before ...
Then you could be an a coholic,
and shouldn't drink at all. Even
if you drink only beer, you can
become an alcoholic.- it's not
what you drink, but how much.
If you think you've got a drinking problem, help is as near as
your telephone. In every city,
What land of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the even in small towns, there's an
forecast given for your birth sign.
organization called Alcoholics
FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1985
Anonymous (better known- as
mit SCORPIO
ARIES
AA) whose members—all exCINE alcoholics—are ready to help you
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Concern about finances needn't night and day.
Your philosophy of life seems
challenged by today's events, but „keep you from good times today. In
And it's free. It's also "anondon't brood about it. Continue with fact, an evening with family or a date ymous." No one will say he saw
will prove most enjoyable.
you there.
plans to build financial security,
SAGITTARIUS
You don't have tc sign up or
TAURUS
"join" anything. In fact, you
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(Apr.20to May 20)
It may be you who is the person _don't even have to give • your
It's pointless to argue with a friend
who has let you down. Partnership hard to get along with now. Time by name.
All right, let's assume you are
activities are favorable. A business yourself will help you straighten out
priorities and improve your disposi- not an alcoholic. You're a norcontact is helpful to you.
mal, healthy teen-agcr who has
tion.
GEMINI
just
discovered that a beer or
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
two (or maybe a shot of vodka
Dealings with a business partner (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
An inhibited mood may plague you from the old man's liquor cabireaCh a snag now. You'll accomplish
net) gives you a "lift.' It makes
more by yourself. Good news comes before noon,but once in the company you feel "good, happy, exhilaup.
A
loosen
you'll
friends,
from an adviser. Attend to distant of good
rated." It adds to sour selfrelative is also an uplifting influence. confidence, removes 3our inhiaffairs.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
bitions and makes 3ou much
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
more sociable.
After a setback, you must quickly
Continued fretting about a work
Maybe so—for a while. But the
matter will tire you. Take a breather pull yourself up by the bootstraps. effects ofthe"high" are hound to
and restore spirits with relaxing New opportunities to get ahead and wear off, and when they do,
activities. Investment interests pros- to improve income arise now.
you'll feel let down. epressed
PISCES
per.
WISP and blue. Alcohol is no; a stimuodooe lant. It's actually a deiressant.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
LEO
Add to that the knowledge that
Trying to prove your point with a
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A family interest is favored over higher-up is a fruitless battle today. the removed inhibitions may
outside activities today. Consult with Face reality and look for satisfaction cause you to say and ro things
you would never have tone othclose ties aboutjoint financial moves. from higher mind pursuits.
YOU BORN TODAY are both erwise. If you're really unlucky,
Don't be too hard on a child.
idealistic and practical. You work you can pass out, and when you
VIRGO
best when motiviated by an ideal. come to, you'll have to ask,
(Aug.23to Sept22)
family
You're drawn to humanitarian and "What did I do?" Now, who
a
odds
with
be
at
could
You
would want to be in a ness like
member. You'll get the help you need creative pursuits. You are not always that?
about a work project. Partnership wise in the handling of your own
I realize that a few lines in a
finances,but you have good judgment booklet will
affairs improve by day's end.
not keep 3ou from
in dealing with others' resources. You having a drink or two if that',
LIBRA
cooperation
you
stress
best
when
do
(Sept 23to Oct22)
what you want to do, bit if it is.
You may not be at your best when and overcome a tendency to be I can only implore you to know
it comes to expressing your thoughts temperamental. Birthday of: Art&ir your limit and don't eve? exceed
now. Still, work output won't suffer. Fiedler, conductor; Erskine Caldwell, It. And don't drive whileyou are
writer; and Martin Landau, actor.
Get needed relaxation tonight.
under the influence.
It's just as easy to turn down
beer, wine or liquor,and far,far
wiser. Those in the crowd who
really count will respect your
refusal. Why should you care
what the others think?
Alcohol dissolves almost anything—includkeg your judgment.
Under its influence, you may do
things you shouldn't and wouldn't do normally.
Most people think of an alcoholic as a smelly old bum sleeping it off in a doorway.
But would you believe there
are alcoholics as young as 10
years old?
Or that automobile accidents
caused by drunken driving are
the No. 1 cause of death among
teen-agers?
Or that teen-age alcoholism is
so bad a problem that many
states are upping their drinking-age limits?
It's true.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

111:n
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to the right combination
of high rate insured Investments
If you want toguarantee a high rate of return for up to
10 years or keep your funds readily available, we have
the right combination for you. Interest is Compounded
Quarterly on certificates of 1 year or longer, which gives
you an extra edge over similar investments that offer no
compounding. Unlike other types of investments, there
are never any fees or hidden costs with Lincoln Federal
certificates. As always, your deposits areInsured by the
FSLIC to $100,000. Lincoln Federal says Yes with the
right Combination for your investments.
Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal

LINCOLN

FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-0234

0004 $‘6"
0011111111111111

FSLIC
1••••••

imomma

°Atet‘)

low %imp bawd I. Slain

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1 800 292-4561
Interest Pate Hotline - 743-4A84

Murray State illowlIng Green
*1**%
Monday, Dec. 16 7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena
Call 762-4895 For Information

Murray State schedules two 100-level
evening math classes for spring semester
Two 100-level mathematics
courses have been scheduled in
the evenings during the spring
semester at Murray State
University as a convenience to
working adult students.
Mathematics 107,
Mathematical Concepts, will
meet from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Tuesdays in Room 302 of Faculty Hall, and Mathematics 109,
Introduction to College
Mathematics I, will meet from
6:30 to 8:30 on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in Room 308 of Faculty Hall.
Mathematics 107, which carries three semester hours of
credit, is designed for students
who are not required to take ad-

ditional courses In
mathematics. It is made up of
topics that will be useful in reallife situations such as computer
mathematics, descriptive
statistics and consumer finance.
Mathematics 109, which carries four semester hours of
credit, provides basic algebra
skills for students who will be
taking more advanced
mathematics courses.
Mathematics 100, Fundamental Operations of Mathematics,
Is a prerequisite of both
Mathematics 107 and
Mathematics 109 except for
students whose ACT
mathematics subscores are 15
or higher.

Man to get six new organs
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A
Pekin, Ind., man was being
flown to Presbyterian University Hospital in Pittsburgh today for a landmark
operation through which he
hopes to receive six abdominal
organs.
Herbert Seal, 36, was to
receive replacement organs for
his liver, stomach, large and
small intenstines, pancreas and
spleen.
Seal was to be flown from the
Clark County Airport at Jeffersonville by a Sky-Care airplane
provided by Louisville's Jewish
Hospital. He said he had been
told the procedure could take 20
hours
Seal has been forced to spend
most of his time sitting or lying
down because of constant intravenous feedings.
All but six inches of his in-

Anyone interested in more information about the
mathematics courses may call
the Department of Mathematics
on the campus at (502) 762-2311
To accommodate working
students who need to take the
ACT, a special testing has been
scheduled at 8:15 a.m. on Saturday, Jan 11, in Room 206 of Ordway Hall. Persons interested in
registering for the ACT examination or obtaining more information may call the Counseling and Testing Center at (502
762-6851.
Students may register for the
spring semester from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. on Monday or Tuesday, Jan 13-14 or may take advantage of evening registration
from 5 to 7 p.m. on Wednesday
or Thursday, Jan 15-16, or Monday or Thursday, Jan. 20-21.

testines were removed in two
operations Oh years ago
because of complications from
ulcerative colitis. His liver has
since deteriorated because of 14
hours of daily intravenous
feedings and he suffers from
pancreatitis.
Seal worked as an insurance
adjustor and was involved with
his family's fruit business in
Mapleton. Utah, before becoming ill in 1981. He moved with his
wife, Hannah Sue, and their
children to Pekin in 1982 to be
closer to major hospitals.
Seal's friends have established a trust fund to help cover his
medical costs. Officials have not
said how much the multiple
transplant procedure would
cost, but a liver transplant and a
month -long hospital, on
average, can cost between
$100,000 and $180,000.
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Where good people gofor good food.'
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When good people go
lor good lood

%bake

Halite

Whey goodpeogie go
lorgoodlood"

Where good people 93
for goodtood

The

Party Mart
Hannon Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy 45 Paducah

Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. - Fri. and Sat. 'til 11

WE'LL WRAP IT...
WE'LL SEND IT

p.m. 442-0011

if you wish - we will

7

send any gift* via
UPS at the minimum
UPS charge.

GOOD REASONS TO DO YOUR CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING AT PARTY MART. HERE ARE
SIX. COME SEE THE 7TH.

Stunt plane crash kills two
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn. (API
— Two people were killed when
their single-engine airplane
sputtered during some air stunts
and crashed upside down into a
field, authorities said.
The Bellanca Decathlon
crashed Sunday about seven
miles northwest of Springfield,

'11W MI ItitAl 1.1.114.1..14 b. TIMES

• alcoholic beverages excluded

scattering debris 70 feet,
Robertson County sheriff's
Detective Larry Green said.
"They were apparently doing
aerobatics when the engine shut
off," said Green.''They obviously hit the ground upside down
and skidded. Both were killed
Instantly."

Broken weld may have triggered
ski lift accident; 25 hospitalized
DILLON, Colo. ( AP — A broken weld on a huge pulley
wheel
may have caused the chairlift accident at Keyston
e Mountain
that sent shock waves down the cable like a giant
blacksnake
whip, hurling skiers from their chairs and hospital
izing 25 of
them. resort officials said.
Late Sunday night, 22 people remained hospital
ized from
Saturday's accident, three of them in critical conditio
n. Most of
them were evacuated byu medical helicopters
to hospitals in
Denver, Colorado Springs and Vail.
We don't know why it broke. What we do know
is that the
wheel fell and it is held to the shaft by a weld,"
said Keystone
spokeswoman Lillian Ross on Sunday. She said the
wheel could
not have ripped loose unless the weld failed.
Meanwhile, investigators for the state Passenger
Tramway
Safety Board refused to comment on their inspection
of the collapsed bull wheel.
Jonathon Carrick, supervisory tramway engineer for
the state,
said preliminary reports would be released at a public
meeting in
Denver on Tuesday.
When the huge, horizontally mounted wheel fell from
its axle it
released tension on the 2-inch steel cable that holds
the 3-person
chairs on the 5,800-foot teller lift.
The loss of tension sent the cable snaking like a whip
to the bottom of the run, flinging skiers head over heels out of
their chairs
and crashing to the snowcovered slope 20 to 50 feet
below. More
than 300 skiers on the lift were able to cling to their swaying
seats
and later were helped to safety.
Two skiers who survived the crack-the-whip ride on
the chair
lift Saturday returned for more skiing Sunday at
Keystone.

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

••The man who is a pessimist before
48 knows too much: if he is an optimist after it. he knows too little."
— Mark Twain.

The optimist plays today's hand
with no fear of an overruff and goes
down Since the pessimist "knows"
that an overruff is coming, he has a
better shot at finding the winning
play.
East won his heart ace and returned a heart to trap South's queen.
West continued with a third heart,
ruffed with dummy's spade seven
NORTH
I2-16-A
•8 72
11,54
•K 8 6
4 A 10 9 7 5
WEST
•4
K J 10 9 7 3
•J 3 2
•Q 8 2

EAST
4 9 53
V A8
•Q 10 9 4
•K J 6 4

SOUTH
4AKQJ 106
Q62
•A 7 5
43 •
Vulnerable Roth Dealer South
She bidding.
South
14
44

West
Pass
Pass

North
2•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Heart jack

and overruffed with East's nine.
Later, the defenders collected a diamond trick as well, and the game
fell one short.
"The odds against a 6-2 heart
split are nearly 5-1," alibied South.
"Moreover, the overall odds against
an overruff are halved when you
consider that the nine of trumps
might be with West."
There was little wrong with
South's arithmetic, but there was
plenty wrong with his play. Instead
of ruffing the third heart in dummy,
he should have discarded a diamond. When he wins the next lead,
he can draw two rounds of trumps
and play three rounds of diamonds,
ruffing the third for his game-going
trick.

SUPER MINI GINGERBREAD HOUSE

LEAD WITH THE ACES
12-16-B

South holds
48 2
AJ2
•A J 5
+10 9 8 7 6
East
,1
64

South
Pass
Pass

West
3.
Pass '

North
Pass
Pass

ANSWER:Spade deuce.East should
be void in a red suit since he didn't
check on aces.
Send bridge questions to 'The Arm. P0 Box
12363, Dallas, Toms 75223. with seU-addrinand
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. tins ulnas natant eyelics••

An ideal gift for the young, on edible centerpiece for everyone.

$.3.99

4

RINDWURST

(All Beef Sausage)

Delicous Old World sausage, tlovored with
delicate herbs & spices, with o jar of honey
mustard.

ii

• 2 YULE LOG

5

17 Or of exquisite flavor. Delicately decorated
light chocolate coke with a creme filling

Handcrafted basket holds a delicious im
ported horn and flavor filled cheeses

3

$8.50

DECORATED CHRISTMAS MINTS

Individually hand -decorated Christmas mints in
a decorator tin

$9.98

6

11.95

BRUNCH BASKET

$15.95
MAGNIFICENT MALLARD
95

A beautiful imported basket over-flowing
C4n
with cheeses & sausages including o bottle
of sparkling cider

7•

Paducah's Most Interesting Store—Come See You'll Agree
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Wierray Ledger & Times

Federal farm lending organizations to operate on their own
I 4: X1NGTOti
Ky.
- Federal farm
icr , hng organizations at
.0\ington. Shelby vulle
and Mayfield won't par
Ipate in a r•eorganiza
tik in of sister institutions
in the four -state
Louisville region
Mi

rnder a plan to take
offect Dec 31. the farm
credit banks of
ii iivilIe w ill
have 25
rotonal service centers
Kentucky, Indiana.
hi and Tennessee. the
cs that make up the
District of the
•• ieral Credit System.
1'ncic" previously had 62
bank associations
35 product credit
r•rations.
officials say
consolidation w ill
• in 'it administrative
in
pool staff
lo fight grow Through the
of
• •.r in credit
1 ottisville
44 spo
!
- -11110n
w ell as a
.i1 i ,; 1 decline 'in
ind
•
4.,
I

Funds from the
separate Federal Land
Bank Associations and
the Production Credit
Associations will continue to be kept separate
under the consolidation.
but the associations will
e under a joint
management.
Land banks offer long:
terM loans to finance
farm purchases, while
production credit
associations offer short
and intermediate-term
loans to finance farm
operations.
The effect of the
merged operation on the
local level will mean
that loan officers will
make all types of loans.
said Ray Schlader, the
president of the
Louisville banks.
The Louisville district
is the fi-rst of the nation's 11 farm lending
districts to approve consolidation by a vote of
stockholders. Among
the 59 land -bank
associations that voted.
consolidation was
proved 11.300 to 3.042. Of
the 32 production credit
associations that voted.

the vote was 11.512 to
2.725
Neither the Federal
Land Bank at Lexington
nor the Central Kentucky Production Credit

Association at Lexington participated in
the vote. Banks at
Shelbyville and
Mayfield voted against
consolidation.

Those banks will be
allowed to operate on
their own and still will
be able to borrow money
from the Farm Credit
System, said Steve

Hunt, a spokesman for
the Louisville banks.
Directors of the Lexington banks have said
consolidation would not
benefit them, and their

WASHINGTON i AP )
- Shipments of U.S.
grain to China have
taken a nosedive. but
Agriculture Department officials are elated
over recent improvements that could
make China a lucrative
market for high-quality
breeding cattle, swine
and poultry.
The optimism rises
from 1984 revisions in an
agreement spelling out
China's health requirements for livestock
shipments from the
United States, according to a report in a new
issue of Foreign
Agriculture magazine.
It was the revised
agreement that led to
what the magazine called the "historic" shipment of 1.197 head of

breeding cattle,
mostly Holstein heifers.
to help China upgrade
its dairy herd. The value
of the cattle was $3 1
million:
Sales of swine and
poultry also were made
possible by the revised
agreement, the report
said.
Although the livestock
sales have been
relatively small in coin-parison to to past sales
of grain and cotton to
China. "trade of any
size is auspicious considering the potential
demand for dairy products which could be
generated by 1.2 billion
Chinese consumers."
Total U.S.
agricultural exports to
China in the fiscal year
that began Oct. 1 is

forecast at $200 million.
do%%11 from $239 million
in 1984-85, according to
USDA trade experts.
And last year's total
was down 65 percent
from $692 million in

Rath°Shaek

1983-84.
Bert Hawkins, administrator of USDA's
Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service, says the United
States is investigating

WASHINGTON (API
- Foreclosures by the
Farmers Home Administration were down
sharply in the fiscal
year that ended on Sept.
30, but officials say the
situation for 1985-86 is
clouded by many
uncertainties.
According to new
figures by the FmHA.
an agency of the
Agriculture Department, about 4.695

'

tankers were "lost"
During 1982-83, he
through foreclosures, said, 7,529 farmers left
bankruptcies and other the land, a loss rate of
causes in 1984-85. Those 2.7 percent.
amounted to about 1.6
"We don't have any
percent of the agency's projections
for
farm borrowers, who 1985-861," Aycock said
total more than 270,000. in an interview this
In the previous year, week. "There are so
said an agency many undecided facspokesman, Marlyn tors, including what
Aycock, 6,713 farmers happens to the Farm
were lost from all Credit System."
causes, a loss rate of 2.4
The House on Tuesday
percent.
approved legislation
aimed at helping the
troubled Farm Credit
System out of. its finan•

Russia unveils new ag plan

Most Stores Open Late
Nights Until Christmas!

Dual-Cassette AM/FM Phono
Clarinette•-119 by Realistic

RC

iiimminoimuivii

13995

OAP

900
Reg. Separate Items 1298.95

•

f

Low As $46 Per Month on CitiLine*

Handy Folding Multitester

Just imagine their delight when they find this under the tree! Make
copies of yout personal tapes, record off AM/FM, phono or "live"
with optional mikes. Matching 17"-high speakers. #13-1223

Sale! Computer Workcenter

27% Off Save $20

21

Reg. 29.95
Great gift for your
"handyman"! Measures
AC and DC volts, DC
amps. resistancr.
022-211 Batter. ext,a

Versatile Color Computer 2

By Radio Shack

By !%IC'Onta •

Low As $20 Per Month
On CitiLine*

•e

C7[1:a.

IBM/TM International Business Machines Corp

By Radio Shack

S

I

ave $3195

00,-1:r;
88

7995

Less TV

on

Reg. 99.95

Lowest price ever! 16K.
#26-3134
64K. #26-3127. Reg.
219.95, Sale 159.95

Perfect for any home computer system! Easy
to assemble. Adjustable glides. Simulated oak
finish. #26-1350 Computer, printer and accessories extra

Cordless Telephone Cut 30%
ET 390 by Radio Shack

Off
69
95
Reg: 99.95

$30
as
Seen

on TV

•

A terrific gift! All controls
are in handset. For wall or
▪ desk. Pulse dialing'.
#43-545 FCC registered

Dual-Alarm Clock Radio
as
seen
1. on TV

Chronomatic•-245 by Realistic

PEKING iAPr
Southern China's
Guangxi Zhuang
autonomous region
faces a plague of 140
million ravenous mice.
four times the human
population, a news
report said today.
The official Englishlanguage China Daily

900x20
Truck Tires

$20 to $25 ea.
Located at

Deluxe LCD Solar Calculator
EC 440 by Radio Shack

27% Off
41%

34
95
Reg. 47.95
Working couples will love it! Features two different wake-up times, fast/slow forward/reverse
time-set. battery backup system if AC fails.
AM/FM. #12-1552 Backup battery extra

Mice threaten farm region

Attention
Farmers

TV

Reg. 119.95

41.

•

estimated to average
178 million tons, only 74
percent of the target of
about 24.0 million tons.
Agricultural production overall would rise
14 percent to 16 percent
during the next five
years if the goals are
met.
"The Soviets are
unlikely to meet their
twelfth five-year plan
targets." the report
said. "However. Soviet
agricultural performance between 1986 and
1990 may be improved
by the new leadership of
Mikhail) Gorbachev,
the creation of an
agricultural super.
ministry and greater attention to agronomic
practices."

Reg. 199.95

•

•

WASHINGTON (AP)
- If the Soviet Union is
successful in meeting
the goals of a new fiveyear agricultural plan
that begins in 1986, - it
could be bad news for
American grain
farniArs who rely heavily on the Soviet market.
But the Agriculture
Department says
Moscow's plan is too
ambitious and is "not
realistic in light of past
performance."
Under the new plan,
Soviet grain output
would Increase to an
average of at least 250
million metric tons annually in 1986 through
1990. In the current fiveyear plan for 1981-85,
grain production was

••••-1

IBM PC compatible! Ready to use
with DeskMate' software.#25-1000/1021

e

Save $60

$29995 Off'
as
seen
on TV

cial problems. A conference committee will
seek to work out differences with the
Senate's bill passed a
week earlier.
As a nationwide banking system Cooperativeby owned by its
members, the Farm
Credit System holds
more than $70 billion, or
a third of the nation's
farm debt. The FmHA
traditionally has been
the lender of last resort
for those who can't get
credit els.ewhere.

ma

CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)

Get Our CM-4 Color Monitor at No Charge
When You Purchase a Tandy 1000 Computer!

TANDY
1000

for cross breeding
because of the
characteristic of producing large litters,
along with the ability to
nurse them." Hawkins
said.

OMNI

HRISIMAS SALE.
ITandy 1000 With Monitor!

the possibility of importing Chinese swine, as
well as swine embryos
and semen.
"The bloodlines of
these Chinese swine
could be very desirable

Decline reported in '85 farm foreclosures
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Alb

cutting moves. the
Louisville banks have
sold 64 properties, closed several offices and
will have eliminated 750
jobs by Dec. 31.

U.S.-China treaty revisions to benefit U.S. stock sales

VISA

k

Met objections have
been that a merger
would force the removal
of their officers and a
transfer of their assets.
As part of their cost-

888

Off

Taylor Bus Sales
Hwy. 641 South
753-9251
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said farmers in the
region that borders
Vietnam had to plant
crops three times this
year because "hordes of
mice constantly dug up
the seeds and ate
them."
The rodents destroyed
37 million pounds of rice
last year, the report
said.
Some farmers have
used arsenic or
chemicals to combat the
rodents, but cats who
eat the poisoned mice
also die. "Mice breed
faster than cats," the
newspaper noted.
One reason for the infestation is that local
residents kill and eat
snakes, owls and
weasels, natural
predators of mice, the
report said.
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Hall sees benefits
in OPEC price war
HUNTINGTON,
W.Va. (AP) — OPEC's
threat of an international crude oil price
war could cause shortterm problems to
Ashland Oil, but chairman John Hall says it
will boost his company's
fortunes in the long run.
Oil ministers for the
Organization of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries said last week
they will no longer seek
to control prices
through production
cuts. Instead, they will
seek to increase their
market share and boost
production.
Ashland Oil -might
get hurt" initially as
competitors sell
petroleum* products
made from cheaper
crude, Hall said. But in
the long run, lower
prices "help demand"
and companies that
derive most of their profit from refining and
marketing will benefit.
Ashland, which
depends on petroleum
product revenueS for
more than half of its
earnings, will be one of
the fortunate, Hall said.
Hall said the OPEC
announcement caused
stock prices on highly
speculative future
markets to plummet.
Referring to the 1929
stock market crash,
Hall said the trading environment last week
-'looked- like 1929 in the
energy business."
So far, Ashland has
weathered the stock
market storm, its common stock trading on
the New York Stock Exchange at $39 a share, $2
above its Dec. 2 level.
Two years ago, when
crude prices began
dropping, petroleum
prices declined even
faster as refiners sought
to replace higher cost
inventories with new,
lower cost supplies.
Now. Hall said, crude
and petroleum prices,
both international and
domestic, "are more
responsive" and that
should preclude
petroleum prices from
declining faster than
crude prices.
•
Despite his optimism,
Hall was unsure of the
specific effects of the
looming price war.
"We're looking to a
new market and we
don't koliw yet what it
will be like," he said
after a speech to the
Huntington Area
Chamber of Commerce
last week.
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Martin, Sanders score 11 apiece

Racer 'D' dominates Evansville, 52-34

I NsIDP: NIOVIE - Murray State's Chuck Glass 34) makes a move around
P:vansville center Paul Schaefer during action Saturday night. Glass scored
eight points in the 5241 Racer victory. It was the first time this season Glass
was not the team's leading scorer.
Photo by Chris Evans

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
- Defensively the
Racers were at the top
of their game forcing 23
turnovers by the
University of Evansville
Saturday night at
Roberts Stadium.
In flexing their defensive muscle, the Racers
walked away with a
52-34 victory over the
Purple Aces extending
their record to 5-2 this
season.
"We've certainly put
a great deal of emphasis
on the defensive end of
the court this year,"
said Murray State coach
Steve Newton. "We
knew that since we don't
have a powerful inside
post-person, someone to
erase mistakes, that we
were going to have to be
defensively sound."
Sound they were, containing the Purple Ace
offense to 39 percent
shooting from the field
- which Newton notes
as one of the major
goals for his-team.
"One of our team
goals is to bold our opponents to 42 percent or
less from the field anq
we were able to achieve
two or three of our very
important goals, most
,importantly the field
goal shooting percentage," said Newton.
While the Murray
defense stifled
Evansville on one end of
the court it was another
story on the other end.
The Racers showed extreme patience in setting up its offense and
getting the high percentage shot that earned
the guests a 10-point
lead during the opening
minutes of the
ballgame.
Just under 10 minutes
into the game Ace coach
Jim Crews becanie
upset when an official
failed to call traveling
on a layup by Murray
State's Derrick

Kansas coach says Jayhawks won despite Walker
I A lA BF NUE. Kan. ruined when star player
Suffering from double
- Hoy, happy was Kenny Walker got hurt. vision. Walker never
i.arrv Brown with his Brown did not take it.
returned
And the
tory over Ken"I still think we would Jayhawks, with a
Si happy. the have won," is what he powerful performance
h ,,t the seventh- said. The Jayhawks. from Danny Manning.
, alike (1 Kansas fired up from start to happily broke an em.:ayna.wks violated a finish, were leading by barrassing personal str.Me - honored tradition 13 points Saturday night ing of 11 consecutive
h:s trade
when Kentucky's most losses to the Wildcats.
an opp,rttimty valuable player caught
Kent tic ky'S a poke in the eye with
Manning finished with
k
1,rohahl45 to play.
a game-high 22 points.

KENTUCKY (66) - Vialker 4-9 4 5
12 Bennett 4-9 6-6 14. Blackmon 5-9
2 3 12. Harden 1.3 2-2 4. Davender 2-7
7-6 11. Jenkins 1-3 0-0 2. Madison 1-3
2 2 4 Lock 3-6 1 1 7. Thomas 0-0 0-0 0,
Andrews 0-1 0-0 0, Ziegler 0-0 0-0 0.
Bird 0-0 0.00 Totals 21-52 24-27 66
KANSAS(831 - Manning 8.13 6-8 22.
Kellogg 8•12 1-2 17. Dreiling 1-5 0-1 8.
Hunter 3-6 0-0 6. Thompson 7-9 2-2 16.
Piper 0-0 1-21. Turgeon 0-0 3-6 3.
Marshall 2-6 4-4 S. Johnson 0-0 0-0 0.
Barry 0-0 2-2 2. Hull 0-1 0-00 Totals
3-52 19-27 AI
Halftime - Kansas 42. Kentucky
34 Fouled out - Piper Rebounds Kentucky 31 i Bennett SI. Kansas 29
Manning 7 ,

Flowers. Crews' temper
tantrum earned the
bench a technical foul
and Glenn Sanders went
to the charity stripe for
the Racers.
In response to
Sanders' technique of
shooting from the foul
line, Crews offered
another outburst that
earned the host bench
yet another technical
foul. Sanders compounded the coach's
anger by making all
four of the- free tosses,
and the Racers took
possession of the ball
with a 10-point lead.
"It obviously gave us
a little bit of a cushion,"
said Newton of the pair
of technicals called on
the Ace skipper. "We
were able to get the free
throws down and then
get the ball back, and
get into our presses. We
wanted to get our
defense pushed up court
anytime we scored, and
this allowed us to do
that."
After that point in the
baligame the Aces were
never able cut the MSU
margin to under eight
points, as the Racers'
patience with the ball
came into play.
"Here (at Evansville)
we were a lot more patient than at Alabama,"
said Sanders. "At
Alabama we were trying to force the ball in,
but up here we were
much more patient."
Sanders and teammate Jeff Martin capped the Murray offense
with 11 points each, and
marked the first time
this season that the
Racer's do-it-all man,
Chuck Glass was not at
the top of the scoring
list.
"Most of the time
when I got the ball there
were three other men
open so I was just throwing' it back out," said
Glass, who added eight
points to the winning
margin.

ed because of the Murray patience. Once the
Racers got the ball inside the Evansville
defense was committing
fouls that sent the MSU
shooters to the free
throw line where they
shot 70 percent during
the contest.
The defeat was one of
the worst suffered by an
Evansville squad in
quite some time. The
last time an Aces
ballclub was beaten by
18 or more points was in

1978 when they fell to
DePaul. 74-55. The last
time an Evansville
team was held to 34
points or less was in 1963
when they defeated
Kentucky Wesleyan,
23-19. The last time an
Evansville team scored
34 points or less and lost
was during the 1949-50
season when they fell to
Southern Illinois Carbondale, 60-34.
Murray State will be
at home tonight when
Bowling Green comes to

town for a 7:30 matchup
at Racer Arena. Saturday the Racers host
SIU-Carbondale.
MURRAY STATE (52)- Kimbrough
1.5 00 2. Martin 4.8 3-4 11, Glass 3-9
2•4 it. Ford 3,6 0.0 6. Macklin 3-9 2-2
s. Sanders 3-5 5-6 11. Floaers 1-3 0-0
2. Jeffery 2-3 0-1 4 Totals - 20 48
12 17 52 Rebounds 26. i Glass 7i Turnos era - 10 Total fouls - IS fouled
out Kimbrough.
EVANSVILLE (34) - Jacobs 1-2 0.0
2. Mukes 5-11 4 4 14. Schaefer 3 ad.
0.16. Jones 1.3 4-4 6. Massing 2.311-0
Guiltread 1-3 0-1 2 Totals - 13-33
8-t5 34 Rebounds 29. Schaefer 9,
Turnovers - 23 Total fouls - 14.
fouled out Schaefer
Records - Wil: 5-2. ILE 3 4

"We like to get it out
and go sometimes,"
said Glass. "but tonight
(Saturday) they were
holding the ball for like
40 seconds every time
they had it. We had the
lead so we started
holding the ball, and
working it in to get the
good shots, too. So I
figure it hurt them more
MUSCLE BY MARTIN - Murray State freshman Jeff Martin muscles in a
than it did us."
Glass said the Aces shot in the lane against Evansville Saturday night. The Aces were burned for
game plan of forcing the 11 points by both Martin and teammate Glenn Sanders in a 52-34 Racer vicRacers to take shots tory. Tonight MSU hosts Bowling Green.
from the perimeter failPhoto by Chris Evans

Rams. Raiders. Cowboysijoin Bears as division champs in National Football League
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By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
'1,6,
•.T'.
Arkzel• -

7. - at least

•-•••

a inn, of courst,. Chicago
whom, four of the National Football
- six rhvision titles sit after the 15th
,1 ,,t a( tion Another rov.n - the AFC

East - ould be decided tonight if New England
wins at Miami.
Other than that, things remain somewhat muddled heading into the final weekend of the
season. Cleveland. Cincinnati, Denver and the
New York Jets still hold playoff hopes in the
AFC, while the New York Giants, Washington
and the defending champion San Francisco 49ers
are alive in the NFC wild-card scramble.
A couple of rookie quarterbacks and the
league's leading rusher were among the heroes
Sunday as the Rams. Raiders and Cowboys clinched their respective division championships.
Dieter Brock.'the 34-year-old refugee from the
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$4,500
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753-2617
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TAYLOR
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Canadian Football League, had his best day as
an NFL quarterback by tossing for four
touchdowns in a 46-14 rout of St. Louis that gave
the Rams the NFC West title, their first since
1979.
Marcus Allen grabbed the NFL rushing lead
with 109 yards on 27 carries, including on a
7-yard run with 6:09 to play for the only
touchdown, as the Raiders took the AFC West
with a 13-3 win over Seattle, eliminating the
Seahawks from playoff contention. It was the
eighth consecutive 100-yard rushing game for
Allen.
Steve Pelluer, Dallas' third-string quarterback, took over when Danny White and Gary
Hogeboom were injured and engineered a
72-yard drive in the fourth quarter for the winning TD as the Cowboys knocked off the Giants
28-21 for their first NFC East crown in four
years.
The other division champ. the Bears, upped
their record to 14-1 by stymying the New York
Jets 19-6 on Saturday. Chicago has the homefield
advantage throughout the NFC playoffs.
Cleveland took sole possession of the top spot
in the AFC Central with a 28-21 win over Houston,
while Cincinnati was beaten 37-24 by
Washington. The Browns will win the division if
they beat the Jets next Sunday or if either Pitt-

Quality Petroleum
Products
belcher oil ca inc.
L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

sburgh or Cincinnati loses next weekend.
Denver remained in the wild-card hunt on
Saturday when it edged Kansas City 14-13.
Also on Sunday. it was Pittsburgh 30, Buffalo
24; Green Bay 26, Detroit 23; Indianapolis 31,
Tampa Bay 23; Atlanta 14, Minnesota 13; San
Francisco 31, New Orleans 19, and San Diego 20,
Philadelphia 14.
Rams 46, Cardinals 14
Brock was helped by Eric Dickerson, who ran
for 124 yards and two scores, as Los Angeles
broke the game open Civith a 36-point first half.
Brock threw touchdown passes of 13 yards to Ron
Brown,47 to Tony Hunter,and 43 to Henry Ellard
as the Rams' topped their previous game-high
this season of 35 points with their big opening
half. Brock also hit Hunter on a 3-yard TD toss.
Raiders 13,Seahav4ts 3
The Raiders won their fifth straight game as
Allen continued to motor through opposing
defenses. Allen's touchdown run came on the
first play after Marc Wilson connected on a
49-yard bomb to Dokie Williams.
Cowboys 28,Giants 21
The Giants had all the stats but the Cowboys
walked off with the division thanks to some big
plays. The biggest was Jim Jeffcoat's 65-yard
jaunt with a Phil Simms pass Ed "Too Tall"
Janes deflected right to Jeffcoat.
That tied the game 14-14 and Dallas took the
lead for good with its second score in 46 seconds,
a 12-yard pass from White to Mike Renfro after
Giants punter Sean Ltindeta failed to get off a
kick in the face of a fierce rush and threw an incomplete pass deep in New York territory.
Bears 19, Jets6
Chicago held the Jets to 159 net yards, got four
field goals from Kevin Butler and a 7-yard
tonehdeivn peas from- Jim McMahon tOs TIM
Wrightman, the tight end's first NFL TD. Helped
by a 28 mph wihd, the Bears throttled the NFL's
second-ranked offense and top-rated passer, Ken
O'Brien, who was only 12 for 26 and was sacked
four times. Pat Leahy set a Jets' record with a
55-yard field goal.
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Trades made, and some that weren't, highlighted baseball meeting
An AP Sports Analysis
By JOHN NELSON
AP Baseball Writer

'I don't know how much you know about that guy,
but he's a great one.'"
The Phillies traded the often-moody Denny
and pitching prospect Jeff Gray to the Reds for
outfielder Gary Redus and relief pitcher Tom
Hume. Denny was 19-6 when he won the Cy
Young in 1983 but has won just 18 games since.
He was injured during much of a 7-7 season in
1984, and he went 11-14 last season. Some people
feel Denny has lost it, and in any case, the
Phillies wanted to unload his $1 million salary.
It probably was a worthwhile risk for the Reds,
though. They traded a $700,000 salary in Hume,
whose future is questionable, and a 29-year-old
"prospect" in Redus who wouldn't have played
very much for player-manager Pete Rose
anyway. And Rose, a former Philadelphia teammate, likes Denny's work habits.
On the other hand, the Phillies got the leadoff
hitter they really wanted - for the second time
in two days. In their other deal, Philadelphia
traded catcher Ozzie Virgil and minor league pitcher Pete Smith to Atlanta for pitcher Steve
Bedrosian and minor league outfielder Milt
Thompson.
Will the Phillies real leadoff hitter please stand
up?
It'll probably be Thompson, since rumor
already has Redus on the trading block again,
perhaps for another catcher. Thompson,a center
fielder, hit .314 in 82 games last season, scoring
52 runs and stealing 34 bases for Atlanta's AAA
farmclub at Richmond. He was regarded as one
of the top 10 major league prospects of the International League.
Philly's only problem now is at catcher. If a
trade cannot be made, they seem to feel secondyear major leaguer Darren Daulton can do the
job despite having been bothered with a sore
shoulder last season. Don't be surprised if the
Phillies go back to Atlanta foi one of the two catchers - Bruce Benedict or Rick Cerone - that
Virgil made expendable.
Catching may be the weak spot for the
Yankees, too, but that won't last long. In the
meantime, New York moved to bolster itself in
two seriously deficient areas - pitching and
selflessness.
The Yankees probably lacked only two things
from a championship club last season. One, admittedly, was starting pitching. The other was

SAN DIEGO (AP)- While two slightly wacky
pitchers - Joaquin Andujar and John Denny drew much of the fanfare during baseball's
winter meetings, the teams that traded them
need not lament.
In fact, the St. Louis Cardinals and
Philadelphia Phillies were two of the more successful teams last week at baseball's annual
trading binge during which 12 deals moved 26
major league players. The most successful team
of all, however, may have been the New York
Yankees, as much for what they didn't do as for
what they did.
The Oakland A's needed pitching help in the
worst way, and may have gotten it when they
traded catcher Mike Heath and pitcher Tim Conroy to St. Louis, bringing Andujar's classless act
west.
"The Oakland trade certainly comes to mind,"
Cleveland Indians President Peter Bavasi said
when asked to assess the week's activity. "It was
a simple, straightforvVard deal for a pitcher wittf
a great track record who is able to repeat.
"On the other hand, St. Louis got a great
catcher."
Andujar has won 20 games in each of the past
two seasons, but he probably doomed himself
with the Cardinals in the seventh game of the
World Series against Kansas City when he blew
up at an umpire, drawing a suspension that will
start with the first 10 days of the 1986 season. Not
only does Andujar's track record include consecutive 20-win seasons, but it also includes
flashes of a sulky, mean-tempered personality.
• One optimistic observation was offered. Andujar's agent, Alan Hendricks of Houston, felt a
trade to the easy-going A's could help Andujar,
just as it helped his Dominican countryman,
Alfredo Griffin. Certainly, A's Manager Jackie
Moore creates a different atmosphere than the
Cardinals' Whitey Herzog.
On the flip side, St. Louis needed a catcher
after releasing Darrell Porter, and many
baseball people feel Heath is one of the best.
"I'm really going to miss Mike Heath," said
Chicago White Sox General Manager Ken
"Hawk" Harrelson. "I had more fun with that
guy. I just love to watch him play. I told Whitey,

Mans dies after undergoing cancer experiments
HOUSTON (AP
Baseball slugger Roger
Mans, who lost a twoyear battle against
cancer over the
weekend, was a team
player more concerned
about winning the game
than breaking one of
Babe Ruth's most
revered records, friends
and teammates said.
"He was a modest
guy," said Ralph Houk,
a former manager of the
New York Yankees. "I
think he would have just
loved to play the game
and not get all the attention. He really didn't
care about the
limelight."
Mans, who hit 61
home runs in 1961, surpassing Ruth's singleseason record of 60 and
earning an asterisk in
the record book, died
Saturday at M.D.
Anderson Hospital and
Tumor Insitute.
The 51-year-old Mans
had been undergoing
treatment since Nov. 20
for lymphoma, a cp.ncer
that attacks the body's
lymph system.
''He tried to do
something for the rest of

the world and got involved in some experimental cancer
research," former
Yankees' teammate
Tony Kubek, a baseball
television analyst, said
in the Dominican
Republic.
"He tried to leave a
legacy.
Perhaps the

For health
Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.

National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
New England
10
4 0
714
Miami
10
4 0
714
N Y Jets
10 5 0
667
Indianapolis
4 11
0
287
Buffalo
2 13 0
133
Central
Cleveland
8
7 0
533
Cincinnati
7
4 0
467
Pittsburgh
8 0
7
467
Houston
5 10 0
133

x 1. A Raiders
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Seattle
San Diego
Kansas Clts
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N V Giants
Washington
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St Louis
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4
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8
7
8
7
5 10

0
0
0
0
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PF
301
370
356
286
200
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237
293
254
370
353

277 257
418 403
369 327
268 378

733
667
533
533
333

338
353
325
433
2711

302
306
276
397
326

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
10
5 0
667
9 6 0
600
9 6 0
600
6 9 0
400
5 10 0
333

341
371
270
249
262

302
273
'296
275
387

College Basketball
Sunday's Scores
EAST
Boston Coll 84, Holy Cross 57
MIDWEST
Purdue 72. Toledo 56
Saturday's Scores
EAST
Connecticut 55. Rhode Island 42
Georgetown 86. Florida ALM 56
Penn St 78, Morgan St 51
Rutgers 74, Monmouth, N J 70
Syracuse 102. Brooklyn Coll 61
Temple Al. Villanova 73
West Virginia 74, Pittsburgh 63
SOUTH
Alabama 92, Mercer 49
Auburn 77. Stetson 54
Cincinnati 66 E Kentucky 65
Citadel 79, Baptist 66
Clemson 87. Bethune Cookman
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x-Chicago
Green Bay
Minnesota
Detroit
Tampa Bay

Central
14

7
2

1
s
s
h
13

West
x L. A Rams
II
4
San Francisco
9 6
New Orleans
5 10
Atlanta
3 12
x,clinched division title
y,clinched wild card playoff berth
Saturday's Games
Chtrago 19, New. York Jets 6
Denver 14. Kansas City 13
Sunday's Games
PIttsburgh 30, Buffalo 24
Washington 27 Cincinnati 24
Green Bay 26, Detroit 23
Cleveland 28 Houston 21
Indianapolis 31. Tampa Bay 23
Atlanta 14. Minnesota 13
Dallas 26. New. York Giants 11
San Francisco 31, Neu Orleans 19
San Diego 20. Philadelphia 14
Los Angeles Rams 46. SI Louis 11
Los Angeles Raiders 13 Seattle 3
Monday's Game
Ness England at Miami

933
167
.167
467
133

419 151
317 3311
312 322
290 329
277 12s

733 334 161
6053(40 247
333 281 365
2110 266

College Basketball Results
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Racer Club members
are urged to attend the
Racer Club meeting,
Tuesday, Dec. 17, at
noon at the Golden Corral Restaurant.
Murray State basketball coach Steve Newton
will have comments on
games already played
and an in-depth look at
the Racers' games with
Southern Illinois and
Memphis State.
Fans of the basketball
team are also invited to
attend the Racer Club
lunch meetings.

••
SPECIAL NEW a
A YEARS EVE 4)

never be done, breaking
Ruth's 1927 record of 60
home runs in a season.
The left-handed hitter
distinguished himself as
a slugger early in his
career, and later
became part of the
"M8zM" combination
with Yankees' teammate Mickey Mantle.

SCOREBOARD

Racer Club
meeting set

.
1
.
1 in AT
LII

research they did on
Roger with his consent
will save some lives."
At the family's request, doctors refused to
discuss Mans'
treatment.
Mans blasted his way
into baseball history in
1961 by doing what
many fans hoped would

ea
I Wvidson 68, N C Charlotte 93
Florida St 122. Florida Tech 63
Georgia 104 Georgia St 64
Georgia Southern 66. Augusta 45
Kansas St 63 Mississippi St 514
Loulsian• St
87
Hardin
Simmons 71
I asulsvIlle 73. IA Kentucky 70
Memphis St 119, I4 Carolina itt
Middle Tenn, 71, Armstrong SI
Migel•Oppl 54 SE Louisiana 56

71 M0,10.1(.1 :It

.1

ling

Green

North Carolina 99, Ohio 1 57
Old Dominion 57, James Madison
50
Tennessee 67, Missouri 54
Te
St 71, Samford 55
Tennessee Tech 84. Bluefield 66
Tn Chattanooga RI
Tenn
Wesleyan 59
Vanderbilt 89. Penn 76
MIDWEST
Akron 64 Md -E Shore 56
Butler 63, Indiana Central 70
Cleveland St 101 Kent St 78
Illinois 102. Houston 92
Iowa PD. Furman 61
Iowa St 82 Michigan St PO OT
Kansas $3 Kentucky 66
Marquette 76. Creighton 62
Michigan 74, V. Michigan 54
Minnesota 62. Colorado St 59
Murray St 52, Evansville 34
SW Missouri 67 S Illinois 50
Wichita St 74 SW Louisiana 62
Youngstown St 64 N Iowa 8,2
SOUTHWEST
.Arkansas 79 Ohio SI 70. OT
F. Illinois 57 Pan American 58
Oklapoma 93 Texas 92 OT
Oklahoma St 71 Houston Baptist
83
Texas ALLI fit Oral Roberts 75
Texas Christian 94 TONS.
Lutheran 61

FAR WEST
Arizona 70 Neu Mexi. o 5.5
Nebraska 76 Montana St 59
Nev Las Vegas 74 Nevada Reno
52
Oregon si Wyoming 59
St John ,*9 UCLA 65
Utah +2 Colorado 62
Weber St his 1 tab St 7.
TOURNAMENTS
Cougar Classic
Championship
Pepperdme 543 Brigham liming
73
Dallas Morning News Classic
Chanspsonsfwp
So Methodist Wit 111inon.,
h•
Drake Classic
Championship
Drake 141 Bask., As
Hawaii Twirl
Championship
Ala Birmingham .15 V.Test,
itt 56
Indiana Classic
Championship
Indiana 71 Texas Tr, h NO
Third Place
I wiatani. Te, h 112
orn st 73
Marshall MOTOnial Tournament
Championship
Marshall,76 Ark little Ro. k 76
Third Ptak*
M
Aa•lin Peas 82

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

chemistry, a more subtle ingredient that owner
George Steinbrenner may finally be Lying to
supply.
The Yankees first moved to acquire outfielder
Gary Roenicke from the Baltimore Orioles for
relief pitcher Rich Bordi and second baseman
Rex Hudler. Roenicke not only gives the
Yankees a big, powerful right-handed bat, but,
more importantly, he's a team man accustomed
to a platoon system. He won't grouse like other
Yankees have when he has to share time in the
outfield.
In their second deal, the Yankees sent pitcher
Joe Cowley and catcher Ron Hassey to the White
Sox for left-handed pitcher Britt Burns, who was
18-11 last year, and two minor leaguers.
The part of the deal that wasn't made was
White Sox catcher Carlton Fisk for Yankee
designated hitter Don Baylor. Both players have
no-trade privileges, and the White Sox still are
trying to sign Fisk to a free-agent contract.
Presumably. Steinbrenner is smart enough not
to finish that part of the deal
Burns will join a now solid rotation that also incjj.tôes lefty Ron Guidry; one or both of the
iekros, Joe and Phil, who are free agents: and
most likely Dave Righetti, who will move out of
the bullpen when Brian Fisher takes over the
role of stopper.
"As for poor old Cleveland," Indians exec
Bavasi said, "I'm just thinking about the spread

now between the Yankees and us."
Since Butch Wynegar is a free agent, the trade
left the Yankees with two inexperienced
catchers, Scott Bradley and Juan Espino. The
Yankees have until Jan. 8 to re-sign Wynegar,
and sources say they'll offer him the four-year
deal he seeks.
Fisk is a 38-year-old who likes to dabble in
managing from behind the plate, and he's coming off a year in which he hit 37 home runs with
107 RBI. It's time for Fisk to have an off season,
followed shortly thereafter by DH-ment or
retirement.
Wynegar. on the other hand, is 29. levelheaded, a favorite with many pitchers and probably could produce offensively if someone
would just let him play. He drove in 32 runs in 309
at-bats last season, and he had 45 RBI in 442 atbats in 1984. A 500 at-bat season for Wynegar
would probably net the Yankees between 50-60
RBI.
Certainly, he would be effective enough with
all those other big bats around him, and he'd
come substantially cheaper than Fisk, especially
since the Yankees wouldn't have to buy out
Baylor's no-trade clause. If Baylor wants out, let
him pay.
Thus, while attention was focused on the
trades that were made, the most beneficial deal
at the meetings may well prove to be one that fell
through.

Lady Racers
fall victim
to last shot
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
- A jump shot with :02
remaining shot down
Murray State's Lady
Racers as they fell to
host Evansville, 66-65,
Saturday.
Gretchen Eisenhauer
scored the winning
basket and ended up
with a game-high 25
points for the Lady
Aces.
MSU, now 5-4, received 20 points from
Geralyn Feth, who also
had 10 rebounds.
Evansville improved
to 3-6 with the win.
MURRAY STATE (65) - Sheila
Smith 6-11 4-4 16. Shaw na Smith 2-6
1 2 5. Feth 10-19 0-2 20 Laile 0-2 0-0
0, Poe 6.14 0-2 12. Powers 1-4 0.02.
Jones 5-6 0-0 10 Totals - 30-62 5-10
.
S5_
EVANSVILLE (66) - Etsenhuer
11-21 3-3 25: Hughes 3-6 2-2 8. Sloan
3-11 1-9 7, McGrew 2.7 0-0 4, Dykstra
3-8 3.4 9. Simmons 1-3 2-24. Opurt 3-9
2-28. Barrett 0-0 1-2 1 Totals - 26-88
14.18 88
Halftime - 36BU 32, US 81.

GERRALD
BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR
it SERVICE CENTER
Opening

Monday, Dec. 16th
*Complete machine shop
and service center.
WATCH FOR GRAND OPENING.'
514 S. 12th St.
Open:
753-1750
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

The computer
designed
for business.
Not adapted
to it.

tilt,.

IBM Compatible
cUnlike most so-calle

d business computers. the
,
; Apricot Xi was designed specifically for business.
rope s most successlul nusifless coli'ipuier
company.
As a result, the Apricot Xi is last. powerful. easy to use, elegant.
compact. And runs thousands of business software programs.
So. why buy a computer that does a great imitation of the Apricot
Xi. When you can buy the Apricot Xi,

The Apricot Xi. 16-hit processor.
256K RAM. MicroScreen.

$2495
Winchester hard disk I ION1hi
31:"Sony diskette (72010).
Optional mouse Recei‘c 1.0tu.. 1-2-3
Free' v%ith purchasc of an Apricot.

.
a ricot
Weir changing how
Ailieric4n business does business.

0.0.4M

Thorobred Computer
& Software Systems

314 Main

Murnt

753-7733
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Project develops wreath factory to boost employment
TYNER, Ky. AP — With the
help of sophisticated marketing,
a modest Christmas wreathmaking venture in eastern Kentucky could blossom and produce additional steady jobs.
So far, the wreath factory in
this Jackson County community
has been one of the most successful experiments of the
Christian Appalachian Project,
an organization that fights
poverty in part by producing

increasing sales of wreaths and
thereby adding jobs in an area
where uneniployment is
chronic.
CAN, based in Lancaster.
employs about 80 people at the
wreath factory in the two-month
period before Christmas and
five people year-round:
"Anytime you can make 50
jobs in Jackson County, you've
helped 50 families, for sure,"
Scott Roaden, a supervisor at
the factory said.
By purchasing homemade
bows and :truckloads of pine

jobs

CAP officials say they
uhf make greater strides by

But

from nearby cottage industries,
the factory helps support them,
too.
The wreath-making project
dates back to the 1950s, but in recent years sales have climbed
and raised expectations of its
success.
This year, the company expects to make 45,000 natural
wreaths and collect about
$750,000. About one-third of that
will be profit, which CAP will
use for its other economic
development and social service
activities.

Sales are up from last year by
25 percent and double what they
were five years ago. CAP officials hope to reach 100.000
wreaths a year by 1990.
Bill Watson, CAP's director of
economic development, said the
plant could employ more yearround people making -such
things as wreath frames and
bows if they reach the 100,000
goal.
To increase sales. CAP hired
as marketing manager Bernard
Hale, who worked in advertising
and marketing in Washington

and New York but is familiar
with eastern Kentucky crafts.
He hopes to expand the buyer
list, (which is now generally confined to regular CAP donors who
buy via direct mail. For this
year, Hale managed to get the
wreaths listed in several
catalogs, including the
prestigious Horchow.
He's also testing a color
brochure offering an assortment
of Appalachian crafts under the
name "Christmas Ridge
Collection."
Next month, Hale will travel

to various gift shows in hope of
attracting buyers for 1988.
But the Tyner factory will probably remain a small operation,
Hale and Watson say, because
CAP has targeted other counties
with high unemployment rates
as potential factory sites. Floyd
County may become the headquarters of custom -order
wreaths, for example.
The jobs fill a need, especially
near Christmastime.
Anna Mae Combs, who makes
wreaths with co-worker Loraine
Smith at Tyner, produces about
100 a day and is paid minimum
wage, plus 25 cents for each
wreath produced after 50.
"We wouldn't,starve to death"
without (the job), Combs said,
"but it helps."
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HUFFY
Huffy 20" Racing 50 BMX
action brakes,

88

40 Piece Socket Set

YOUR

CHOICE

99

Huffy 26" Men's 10 Speed
--ea' .le pull brakes with
extension levers aumwall tires

Sparkomatic
Cassette Stereo

88

.1-iign power 4:.) watt, LED
readout, seek and scan,
auto reverse and more #SR308.

HURRY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!

PRICES GOOD
THRU DEC. 21

•••I.

4 K4 High Rider
. •

Desert Rose
20" Girl's Bicycle
Single speed
w.th coaster
t 3.<es

Raider 3 Wheeler

10988

7,

.olt batter.,,i
:cc. Jled 7f.-irssid'i speeds .-icd reverse

.•

•

AFTER REBATE

49"

5988

SAVE UP TO
SO%

Theft Buster Deluxe
Security System

Cruise Control

5988

Coyote 4 x 2

20"
Racing BMX
Single speed
with coaster
brakes

88

3

Boy's or Girl's
Mini BMX

Digital Clock
sized digits
Backlight for

Jumbo

788

night viewing

INDIANAPOLIS (API —
Friends of artificial heart patient William Schroeder, who is
nearing his second Christmas
with the mechanical pump, will
be able to videotape Christmas
greetings and record telephone
holiday messages for him.
"He hasn't seen a lot of these
faces or heard a lot of these
voices for a long time," said
Robert S. Birge, a friend of the
Schroeder family in the
southern Indiana town of
Jasper.
Birge is also spokesman for
the Indiana Health Care
Association, a trade organization for nursing homes that is
sponsoring the good -will
messages.
The group plans to set up
cameras and video recorders at
three locations in Schroeder's
hometown of Jasper on Dec.
21-22 for people who want .to
greet the world's lOngest surviving artifitial heart transplant
patient. Telephone lines with
answering machines will be
open both days for anyone who
wants to leave an audio
message, Birge said.
"They were excited about it,"
Birge said Sunday of the
Schroeder family's response to
the idea. "They thought it just
might be the boost he needs for
Christmas."
Schroeder has suffered three
strokes since receiving the.implant Nov. 25, 1984, at Humana
Hospital Audubon in Louisville,
Ky., where he remains a patient.
"He seems to be making some
progress." said Birge, who talked to the family Saturday.
"Although minimal, it's
something. He's opening his
eyes and recognizing faces."
Birge said he believes
Schroeder will benefit more
from taped Christmas greetings
than the more traditional cards.
"If he's going to get 100 or
1,000 cards, he's going to have to
look at them individually," he
said. "It takes very little effort
to look at a tape."
Birge said he will blend shots
of Jasper and holiday music
with the taped greetings, adding
that equipment for the production is being loaned by electronics stores in Jasper and Fort
Wayne.

packsrS96
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Former newspaper
editor dies Friday
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Wrench Set
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
James S. Pope Sr., a former executiv.e editor of The CourierJournal and The Louisville
Times and a nationally known
newspaperman,died Friday at a
nursing home in Panama City.
Fla., family members said. He
was 85.
Pope, who retired in January
1962 and moved from Louisville,
had suffered a series of strokes
last spring.
His newspaper career spanned 36 years, including about 22 in
Louisville. He was executive
editor of the two newspapers for
10 years and was managing
editor of The Courier-Journal 12
years before that.
The profession gave him some
of its highest honors, including
the presidency of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors in
1954.
Barry Bingham Sr., chairman
of the board of The CourierJournal and The Louisville
Times, said Saturday of Pope.
"He was a leader in journalism.
a dynamic individualist who loved his work and his profession."
Pope was born in Zebulon,
Ga., and graduated from Emory
University.
His first newpaper job was
with the Atlanta Journal in 1926
Pour years later he was pro
moted to city editor and became
managing'editor in 1939.
Pope— came- TO - The Coulger
Journal in 1940.
He is survived by his wife.
Geraldine. and thive eons.
The funeral and burial will be
in Panama City.
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A Subscription To
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Ledger & Times

Governor considers
Court of Appeals
recommendations

4 subscription to The Hurray Ledger & Times is
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Pentagon gets green light for weapons
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PADUCAH KENNEL CLUB SCHOLARSHIPS — Linda Grace
of Olive Branch, Ill., and David Camp.
bell (center) of Crittenden County are recipients of $500 pre-veter
inary scholarships to attend Murray
State University in 1985-86. Presenting the scholarships is Dr.
Roger Macha, associate profemior of
agriculture at Murray State and a member of the board of directors
of the Paducah Kennel Club. Miss
Grace,a senior, and Campbell,a sophomore, are animal
science majors. Grace was also a recipient of
the scholarship, which has been in existence 15 years, in
1984-85.

Offer
Ends
December
31
1985
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WASHINGTON ( AP )
— The Pentagon finally
has won approval to
build new chemical
weapons for the first
time since 1969, a.green
_ light granted as part of
a congressional deal
which halted tests of the
U.S. satellite -killer
missile.
The agreement
cleared the way for Congress to approve the
Pentagon's budget as
part of a huge catch-all
appropriations bill providing money for a
variety of government
agencies.
House and Senate
negotiators approved
the defense package
late Friday following
hours of closed-door
meetings, conferees told
reporters after they

emerged from the
session.
In deciding to halt the
anti-satellite (ASAT)
program, the conferees
turned down an appeal
from President Reagan.
who said more tests
were needed in order to
convince. the ,Soviets to
bargain for a ban on the
weapons.
The Democratic-run
House had voted against
chemical weapons and
proposed a limit on
ASAT tests, while the
Republican-controlled
Senate wanted to go
ahead with both
programs.
' Nerve gas had been
the only weapon denied
President Reagan as
part of his defense buildup. The Senate had supported the program, but

Early business failures
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15 TRYING TO TELL
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the House had opposed
it for three years and
the House position
always had prevailed in
the conference sessions
until this year.
This time, it was dif—
ferent as House
negotiators concentrated on the ASAT ban.
"That ban was what
we really wanted," said
Rep. Norman Dicks, DWash.
"They were insistent," said Sen. Ted
Stevens, R-Alaska, chief
of the Senate team, implying that House
negotiators wouldn't
budge on the ASAT ban.
"But we got chemical
weapons."
Under the agreement,
the Army would get
about $140 million to
build production
facilities for chemical
weapons and chemical
shells for 155mm artillery guns.
But another chemical
program, the "Bigeye"
bomb, was dropped by
the negotiators. That
decision came after
release of a General Accounting Office report
last week which said the
aircraft-carried bomb
— named after its

guidance system — still
was beset by technical
problems.
The agreement bans
the spending of any
money for chemical
weapons until the Start
of fiscal 1987 next Oct. 1
and says U.S. allies in
NATO have to agree
that such weapons are
needed. But an earlier
House demand that
NATO agree to store the
weapons in western
Europe was not made
part of the package.
The agreement to halt
ASAT tests came only a
day after the Air Force
launched two target
satellites in preparation
for the next round of
tests. The agreement
will prevent those tests
from taking place.
The first test of the
ASAT destroyed an aging scientific satellite
high over the Pacific
Ocean on Oct. 13.
The administration
says the U.S. ASAT
weapon is needed to offset a Soviet satellite
killer, although Dicks
and other critics contend the Soviet system
Is far more crude and
less accurate than the
American weapon.

Former minister dies Sunday
o

MANILA. Philippines
(AP) — Former
Foreign Minister Carlos
P. Romulo. the last living signatory of the
original U.N. charter
and one of the world's
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Confuse
slang
4 Pope's scarf
9 Blockhead
12 Retirement plan Inas
13 Choir voice
14 Time gone by
15 Narrowminded
persons
17 Distasteful
19 Head of
Catholic
Church
21 Teutonic
deity
22 Mongrel
25 Urge on
27 Toward
shelter
31 Southern
blackbird
32 Poisonous
spiders
34 That thing
35 Deposit
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36 Be ill
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note
38 Vile wretch
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measure
42 Wild plum
43 Performed
44 Roman road
45 Japanese
drama
47 Cash drawer
49 Roadside
restaurants
53 More
unctuous
57 Miners find
58 Aromatic
herb
60 Chinese
pagoda
61 Obtain
62 Old musical
instruments
63 Pigpen
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so

8 Great Lake
9 Grain
10 Mature
11 In search of
16 Choose
18 Spoor
20 The self
22 Cripples
23 Up to the time
of
24 Agave plant
26 Impressive
28 Behold,
29 Habituate
30 Chemical
compound
32 Weight of
India
33 Fruit seed
35 Part in play
39 Therefore
40 River island
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46 Spoken •
48 Fabricates
49 Canine
50 Anger
51.6riare
52 N/Mmel's
curved
planking
54 POtseSSive
pronoun
55 Dine
56 Beam
59 Negative
prefix

best-known diplomats,
died at age 86 in
Manila's Kidney Foundatipn.Hospital.
Romulo, who died
Sunday, served all nine
Philippine presidents,
was the first Asian
president of the U.N.
General Assembly and
three times held the post
of U.N. Security Council
president.
Heisalso
remembered for wa,ding
onto Leyte Island as a
U.S. Army brigadier
general with Gen.
Douglas MacArthur at
the start of the Philippines' liberation from
Japan in World War
a moment caught in an
historic 1944
photograph.
U.S. Ambassador
Stephen Bosworth called Romulo "a Filipino
nationalist and partner
whose constructive
criticism made us a better ally."
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IN THE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action File No. 84-CI-081
Thomas Carrico. Petitioner, vs
Patsy Carrico, Respondent.
NOTICE OF SALE
Notice is hereby given that the Sheriff
will offer for sale to the highest and best
bidder the following described personal
property pursuant to the Calloway Circuit
Court's Orders dated November 15. 1985,
and December 9, 1985.
1973 Chevrolet pickup truck w/camper
Serial No. CCY143S173365
This property will be sold on a cash basis
at the Courthouse door at 10:00 a.m. on
Dec. 31, 1985.
DAVID BALENTINE, Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky

2

Notice

Make this
a
Christmas
to remember
with our
old-fashioned
Rag Dolls & other
hand-crafted toys.

2

Notice

PHOTO
ENLARGING

61"
8x10 Only '3"
5x7 Only

Up To Poster Size
20328
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

•••m••••

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

$29"

With Individual
And Personal
Attention

IPHOTO1

ONE HOUR PHOTO
CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3.4
Downtown Murray
733-3451

Installsrd

200 N. 4th S.

Need An

Murray, Ky.
733-6091

Extra Car For

Bike plates,
license plates,
t-shirts &
sweatshirts.
With lettering
and transfers

Faye's
514 Main
753-7747
Still taking
monograms for
Christmas

Two
1970 Cutlass
1-2 Door 1-4 Door
Both cars would
make one nice car Excellent project for a
vocational student
$675 FIRM

1976 Cutlass
Salon
2 door, tilt, t-tops.
velour interior, auto. in
floor, new Goodyear
Eagle St's, low mieege,
garage kept. 22 mpg,
maroon with haft white
vinyl top Must see to
appreciate

1970 Monte Carlo
door,
2
new
Goodyear Eagle St's,
good work car, good
gas mileage $575

Call 753-0653
after 6:00 p.m.
SERIOUS
INQUIRIES
ONLY PLEASE

A Few Days?

14' Per Mile
Rent From Gene At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617
CALL or see Peggy at
Peggy's Place- Dixieland Shopping Center
for Catering or private
parties._eeggy•s
specialties are cakes,
pies, home baked'
breads. etc. Call early
to get your Christmas
orders in. She will also
fix party trays for your
at home, parties. Also.
bring the children by to
sign up for free Cabbage Patch doll for girls
and free fire truck for
boys to be given away
Christmas Eve
753-3604.
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
75 3-0658 or 753-061 1
10a.m.-5p.m.. closed
Sat.

TIRE SALE
Grond AM
Radial GT
Now Save 25°z.
ECONOMY TIRE
753-8500
.
4

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE!
Call
753-1916

7

New Shipment

Pulsar Watches
awe=
impumg

1'
a

f

25% Off

Furches
Jewelry

4
4
4 till S. 4th

A(pine Wei

Found

24. Miscellaneous

LOST 2 male Great
Danes, black with white
chests Both have collors,
both friendly. Reward.
Contact 436-2933 or 7534141
LOST Beatle Hound
with black backand
white breast Lost at
Shit°. Ky Wearing no
collar If found call
753-1996. if no answer
there call 753-6387. Owner John Clements,
Alm°. Ky. Rt 1

I

CLEARANCE sale
Wood heater with
thermostat, deluxe
cabinet, has lift-up cook
surface top. 25- brick
lined fire box, cast iron
grates indoors. supply
limited, $199.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, To.

30. Business Rentals
4 -"CAR shop with paved
front, located on 4th St
753-4509 or 759-4909.

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE

\‘‘

•

BONN
- MIMI!

Lindsey
Jewelers

Job Watch:
msu

14 Per Day

Last Minute
Gifts

and

..
Hwy. 641 N
'1 FUN machine by
24 Hr private entrance
.
t
Baldwin.
Isrwagon
Bag
of=n1.1.,S
,•
,.
1 for high back Snapper
753-6734
41
+4,
dreNN
riding mower (used
ie twice). 1983 Yamaha
32. Apts for Rent
YZ80 (lo mileage- ekLOST gold chain with
e cellent condition I. Call. Pt BR furnished apt. 1
Charm holder and
qt$
see & make offer. block from campus.
•
gab._
harms. Call 753-5971
.. 753-5755.
1606 1,2 Miller. $155 per
JclEr's
et
..
**-1;
RODAK movie projector month. No pets.
oro,, Alur
Se,-so.
• shows both 8mm and Available Dec. 19th.
'
•
a
6. Help Wanted
• 35mm film. 8 piece set- Call 753-5980.
.nlesessess
esass,,sg•no,
as,
ting of Baverian Haviland 1 & 2 BR apt. near
IC
JO,V t1.. SC,X,
CONTINUED Care Home
,e0Iss Cli Ots.7._• ,
no ecsse
-i-•"" china. blue Garland pat- downtown Murray.
0400 and see us ...Ye
Health care needs reMotsle
tern. Carafe silver and Adults only. Call 753.
.70,thoss as rs,re ono
gistered nurse. Need reI
Spec,aios
r-i
as *e, a Del,
• glass coffee holder. Call 4109. 762-6650, or 436.
s•cr vou
sume. Call 753-1434 for
An,she 5Q0C ssos
osnse °sass
✓ 753-002.
2844.
information.
""------"-Z-1..UDWIG snare drum. 1 BR furnished apt.
PARN $50.000 plus sell3 excellent condition. 1604's Miller. Deposit
ing fundraising pro▪ used little. $150. Call required. Singles only.
ducts to schools. .chur753-4783 after 5p.m.
Call 753-0932 or 753.-5898.
ches. etc. El6c115sive.
MEXICAN Imports. 2
R duplex. 1 bath.
distributorshtp. UnBring this ad in by kitchen, den, storage
limited financing. 36';
Christmas and get an area. W/D hookup.
profit, three month
additional 10"; off of our Call 753-9240.
vacation, documented
all ready low prices. 2 BR duplex in Tforearnings. Call Michael
Open 7 days a week. 1-5 thwood subdivision.
at 1-404-373-3800.
Murray-Mayfield
Sunset Boulevard Music
on Sunday until appliances furnished.
EASY ASSEMBLY
0.••11,,C1 Ce•d•F• 40 '
•
Christmas. 5 miles central heat & air, wall
753-1640
..11
WoRK' $600.00 per 100.
north of Benton. Ky
to wall carpeting. Call
Guaranteed payment.
Sale, _
Side
11/pm,Sale _Vpine_Sole
Junction 68 and 641. 759-4406.
No experience /no
527-7605.
sales. Details send selfFURNISHED, extra
NEW singer 3 arm nice. large. 3 room apt..
addressed stamped ensewing
machine,
velope: Elan Vital- 332. 6
near hospital & 'Un9. Situation Wanted
Help Wanted
$139.95- 1 only. For iversity. Couple or grad
341S Enterprise Rd., Ft.
more
information
354Pierce. Fl. 33482.
student preferred. Heat
2
Notice
Notice
2
EXPERIENCED, de- 6521 ask for Martha & water furnished.
FEDERAL, State and PART time maintenace
No
person, 3rd shift. Apply at pendable, with excel- Hopper.
pets or children. PrivCivil Jobs now available
Super American. Five lent references wants PULLtime live in ate. 753-3415
12 Months
or 753-8756.
in your area. Call 1-615TIL
general cleaning 1 or 2 housekeeper to care for
Points, Murray.
565-1630 for into. 24 hours.
NEW. super energy
Interest Free
days
a
week.
759-1181.
RESPONSIBLE
my home and 3 elemen- efficient, 1 BR duplex
person
CHRISTMAS
EE Al.E veterinary asFinancing
to sit with 8 year old I will keep elderly lady tary age children. Re- on 280. *200.
No pets
si sic nt Call 753-3213.
Hand crafted doll cribs,
child
in
my home. Needs to be ferences required. Cott- Deposit required. Call
after school. Must
Goodyear
wood -duck -planters,
have own transports.: able to get around *by a g e Grave Tn 753-8848.
Passenger Tires,
tion. Need immediately. herself. 437-4815.
gift towels, much much
901-782-3442.
NICE 2 BR duplex.
American Republic
Phone 753-1362 ask for / will stay with elderly. WE serviee all makes cri
Magnavox TV's,
more. 104 S. 9th St
carpeting, central heat
Lynn.
after 6p.m 759- Call for information days sewing machines and
Insurance Company
8z air, built in reWhirlpool
4702.
753-4590.
vacuum cleaners at re- frigerator, range &
Needs
Licensed
Appliances.
asonable rates. For more dishwasher, washer/.
Sales People. Phone
Card of 'Thanks
3
WILL do house clean- information call 354-6521
Only At
dryer hook-up In town.
502) 554-22 1 7
ing, experienced. de- ask for Martha Hopper.
9 Situation Wanted
$270 per month. Call
RUDOLPH
Mon -Fri., 8:30 til
pendable, references. ONE BR apartment,
after 4p.m. 753-6291.
GPODYEAR
Call 753-6043.
11 .00
Card of Thank.
electric heat and air. NICE 3 rooms and bath •
family
The
753-0595
Shower and tub. Living furnished. 1 BR unHollon Brar,
room, kitchen. 918 N 16th. furnished, also 2 BR
1 4 . Want to Buy
GO4 ERN MF.NT jobs
Is participating
$135 mo. $135 deposit. Call mobile unfurnished. Colextend
their
to
$17.t34 to 850.112. in a new program entitlWANT to buy raw furs.
753-4560.
,fun
sincere granitic!
eman Real Estate 753Thousands of vcancies.
McClellan Furs.
Beautiful Natural
ed the MSU Dislocated
each kind expr ession
many your area. New
Stanley Owen Mc- RAILROAD ties.-3 9898.
Workers Project. This
Christmas Roping
guide lists where and
on.
of sympathy
Clellan, Pulaski. Ill. grades, $7. $9 & $12. Call NOW renting I it- 2 BR
753-2905 or 435-4343.
how
apartments Call 753$s.95 plus $1.00
project is jointly spon%-eyed follow 1/.;:
618-342-6316.
White Pine
shipping. Job guaranrecent death
WANT to buy lot or small SALAMANDER, $30. 3530 after 4p in
sored by MSU and the
$1.50 a yd
teed in 90 days or money
acreage within 10 miles of Tappen harvest gold ONE BR apartment.
A sp*i al thanks to
Kentucky Cabinet for
back
National EmWestern Cedar
Town. also would like to stove, excellent condi- electric heat and air.
the Blalock
Human
Resources.
- ploy ment. 260-383
buy used refrigerator or tion, $150. Call 753-2995.
Shower and tub. Living
$3.50 a yd
Funeral Motile start
Designed to assist
Elmwood. Buffalo. NY
stove. Call 753-2887 after 6 SANTA suit rentals. room, kitchen. 918 N 16th.
for their assistam e iii
14222-2202
Call 759-4073.
citizens of west Ken$135 mo. $135 deposit. Call
Pmpreparing tor t lie set.
LAD4 to live-in with
REASONED firewood - 753-4560.
tucky who, through no
vices. Bro It ;
15. Articles for Sale
invalid lady. room,
oak, hickory, mixed TAKING applications
fault of their own are out
poe for hi, itri-,Ihng
'aril. salary. Call 759hardwoods *30 /rick for Section 8. Rent
GE wired remote NCR
of work. This is a Title Ill
words. Br-- Ran
1661
delivered. MM. order 2 Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
Call
753-1363.
94E,759-4512
JTPA Federally funded
ricks. Call John Boyer BR. Apply Hilldale
his
dolph
MEDICAL
USED hide-a-bed, like 753-0338.
TECHNOLOGIST.
many cp1;ftita.
program.
Apts., Hardin* kCy
new. $175. Call 753-2753 or
SEASONED oak & Equal Housing
Immediate openings for
the • lionThe University has an
753-2922.
MT in hospital lab, full
hickory firewood de- Opportunity.
Baptist Church tiii the
opportunity to work with
WTITTELFML
-Tra
li.
livered. All tree trim- 'N-TREE bedroom, two
lane position, salary
must( al sir 1I•1
refrigerator with tex- ming
participants,
screen
par& removing. Call bedroom and one bedorn mensurate with
and to inenibers III
tured steel door, only 753-5476.
ticipants, assess parexperience. Contact
room Apts. Lease and
the Murray I A kigt•
week.
per
$8.00
Rudolph
Personnel Director,
11-IEY are here! Rub- deposit. Adults only, no
ticipants, and make
Goodyear 753-0595.
105. F &AM for prII•
Community Hospital.
ber truck bed mats. Fit: pets. 753-9208 after 4 pm.
knowledgeable deciWHIRLPOOL heavy
vidirg
.206 West South St.,
S-10. Ranger. Mazda,
duty
about
washer
from
sions
who,
with
4
ser‘ I'
Mayfield, Ky. 42066,
Toyota, El Camino,
cycles, only $6.00 per
the program, would be
A-0 like
2171)211
Nissan. Also, full size 34 Houses for Rent
week. Rudolp,h Fords
& full size FURNISHED "A
to express thai
the better referrals for
Goodyear. 753-0595.
Chevys. Until Christ- frame, Kylake.
all of our inam Cear
jobs in the area.
2 BR
mas, $55. 'See Stokes Duplex, Northwood, 2
friends anii
Advantages of the
BR
Tractor,
Industrial
Rd.
16.
Home
Furnishings
v* ho tirougn,.
townhouse also 2 BR
program from an
753-1319.
sent hi- willful
Mobile. Coleman RE. 753(is
514 Main
be able to
BEAUTIFUL bedroom
employers view: OnUTILITY trailer. Call 9898.
floral
and
arset, solid cherry bed,
753-7743
work quickly &
435-4422.
The-Job
Training-The
TWO BR furnished cottrangements ant sbkid
oak chest of drawers,
correctly in a high
program will pay 50% of
oak dresser with WHIR L. P _0 -0 L age including heat, light
near 1.1, thr“lighg ,Irt
microwave oven with and water. $360 month,
volume area with
employees wages while
mirror. Call anytime
our time il sot I na
INTRODUCING PAMS
700 watts cooking Couples only. Contact Bill
759-1033, 759-9953.
in
training,
some
par!einemfond
grill
verbal
ith
orders.
power, only $4.50 week. Hooper 474-8095. Kenlake
CAKE HUT specializing
WHIRLPOOL heavy
brani. es aryl wit
ticipants qualify for Tax
Rudoph Goodyear. 753- Lodge. Aurora Ky.
Apply at Personnel
in decorated cakes for
duty dryer with 3 temp
encouragernent
°595.
all occasions. We put
Credit.
Services, Murray
selections, only $4.00
•••
11 by I halo
that little extra effort
per
week.
Rudolph
State
University,
25. Business Services
37. Livestock-Supplies
missed_ some,c• by
into our takes which
Male-has carpentry exGoodyear, 753-0595.
makes them something
EOE/MF.
extending a 1.1.'t swial
commerical
types
ALL
REGISTERED
Bran•
perience in home
to remember. So. the
Construction. Pre- gus bulls, 2 big stout 4
thank yoi,. please
19.
Farm
Equipment
building
and
next time you need a
engineered metal: yr. olds. 1- 21 month.
assured that it s,
cake that you would like
ATTENTION Farmers. masonary or wood several 8-12 month. All
woodworking.
intentional c;•id
not
to be remembered for
900x20 truck tires, $20 to
buildings. We furnish are gentle and excellent
-1-:(1:ETARIAL position
C-1
bless each of you
just call us at 759-4492.
$75 each. Located at blueprints approved by quality. Also, a few
•• •
• . cilable Must possess
and
every
day,
Open Mon.-Fri
Taylor Bus Sales, Hwy the Ky State Building In- choice females. 501-598csic office skills.
especialIN
Female-wants job in ac- 641 South. Call 753-9251.
8a.m.-3p.m. Located at
spectors. Emerson Con- 2664.
ping. Shorthand with
the up( Iffnme h' hula
410 Main SU'Orfter 3p m
counting. Has 10 years
struction Co Inc, General REGISTERED quarter
;whence in handling
20. Sports Equipment
season
and weekends call 437Contractors. P.O. Box horse, good with chilexperience with payroll
none calls and the per4455. We promise you'll
130, Paris Tn. 38242 Call dren. Call 753-0932 or
REMINGTON 12 gauge
- -riality to communicate
reconciliations,
bank
be glad you called.
day or night, 901-644-9840. 753-5898.
Mrs Elailghtte
tit firm's clients. Send
and general office work. model 870, Remington
243 model 700. BDL 357
csume to P.O. Box
fiyat•
3 years experience as
Magnum Smith & Wes- 2 6 . TV -Radio
- .loll, Murray Ky.
Ava and
•
38 Pets Supplies
general
analyst.
ledger
Wicker Sale
son with belt and hol- 6 FT. Mitsubishi T
TYPIST. $500 weekly at
Watkinsster. Call 753-1208..
753-9240.
HUSKY puppies for
Call
C-2
home'
Informationup to 60°. Off
Mark, Belt. Steven
•••
SEARS Dune Cart 2 years
sale. Also, registered
illiam Norman, 116
and Anne Watkins
beginning 12 noon
Homes
Sale
Mobile
for
27.
Siberian Husky at stud.
old. 5.0 hp, Briggs and
Indian Oak, Dept. D,
Male-14 years exMrs ()la Morris
Sat., Dec. 14
Stratton engine. stored
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
10x50 MOBILE Home. Call 1-901-247-3301 after
Mrs Inez Smith
perience
in
manage- Inside. Seat belts added. front & back derk, un- 5:30p.m.
until Christmas
14 ANTED: someone to
Mr, Reba
ment and production of
Call 753-6318.
stay with elderly lady
derpinned. fully car- MARE appointments
b•••*
at Uncle Jeffs
Paschall
high tech in (computer)
day & night Call before
peted. ready to move. now for the holidays and
24. Miscellaneous
6p m 753-413W
Nice rental lot $1,200. Call receive a free gift. Call
quality assurance. SeekPeg's Dog Parlor 753ANTIQUES for 753-0467.
ing
comparable
2915.
•
TRAILER.
12x50
BR
1
Christmas.
Golden
oak
employment.
pool table with all with 18x20 add-on BR, REGISTERED purebred
MONEY TO LEND
C-3
wry filly
accessories, perfect deck, tie downs. under- Arabian colt
At
,
•
.
•
'
'Worn/am
sired by 1985 Nitional
pinning. Call 753-4178.
'25-'300
restored condition
$1500. Walnut upright 1981 VENTURE 14x51 Top Ten Competitive
No credit check. Call
Male-seeking industrial
Columbia wind-up re- mobile home, excellent Trail Horse. Proven halwork, experience in
Paris, ask for Shirley.
cord player. Perfect condition. Underpin- ter and performance
assembly,
forklift
condition with lots of old ning. tie-downs, like bloodlines. Terms
operator, trailer switrecords, $1 85. Oak new carpeting. 2 BR. available or might trade
ching, receiving clerk,
treadle sewing washer-dryer hook-up for horse trailor. Ron and
machine, beautiful $9600. Call 753-5086 after Connie Talent 1-502-753chemical operator.
9894.
shape. $100. Old wooden 5:30p m
C-4
We Rent
chllds sled, $75. 100 yr.
STUD service for toy
•••
old one horse open 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Heaters
poodles. red & silver.
Phone 762-6471
sleigh, excellent condi- 2 OR 3 BR, furnished. Also, stud service for
botwoon
tion. $650. Walnut Vic- AC/natural gas Shady chihuahuas. Call 436a.m.-4:30 p.m.
torian reupholstered Oaks 753-5209
2901
Mon. through Fri.
couch. $1100. Several
other antiques too
Mr.
-tirriPoyeri a numerous to list. Call
disabled American 753-1222 days or 753-6620
641 North
200 E. Main
Onnaolt A W:7-4
veteran- also having my evenings
j
.
Anything That Needs Storing
next "two" brothers CAMOFLAUGE Army
•• , ';,'' • 11'
'
riesKyl
killed in Vietnam. In a pants and shirts. Herman
753-1492
,
,
• ,,,,,
• ,.• n
214 year period I "have survivers Jerry's Sporth•I'lt(ars
Manag•d
Ily Coottory 21
received
notany job ing Goods, 6th and
3''
'11
3 Card of Thanks
Te6!
All 1^
Loreatto Jobs Iltooltors
referrals from The Walnut. Mayfield Ky. 1.
Dept. of Human Re. 247-4704.
'..1
1
10 • --''
I
CARD OF
sources Manpower CANARIES. tradition
Service in Murray. house light pine dining
THANKS
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
although 1 have asked table- almost new,
The family of Joe
Gold
Silver
for their help To me barrell chairs. end &
Closed
Closed
Bailey Garland
this seems to be an coffee tables. 753-8874.
ineffective
method of CAR batleries. 66
Yesterday 317.50
Yesterday
5 78
would like to
running a dept. that we month guarantee.
Opened
Opened
thank everyone
pay taxes for! I have an _ Series 24. 24,F k
rI Jeep
Mirk
317.60
Today
5.86
extensive background $29.99. Series 27 & 27-Fwho sent flowers
Hwy 641 North
Up
.10
Up
.08
in purchasing & man- $32.99. Wallin Hardand brought food
753 6448
Complorionft of
ufacturing. I am bon- ware, Paris. To.
and everything.
dable, dependable &
vraNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
.411 of Cain's- Wish you a Merry Christrriss
knowledgeable-. 1 will 'OR sale- computer.
*t Thank you,
113 s 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
Happy
a
New
Year
consider Inything re- TRS•80 Model III with
The Garland
753 7113
lated or un-related-- dust covers, recorder.
Wv holy Gold Salve, & Diamonds
Family *-.
"
;Pfae„
Resume furnished upon and some software.
.:f'`Prwo)
10 6 Doily. Closed Sunday
91.1•41an
• Nolokrip
request- 348-2031.
$600.00 Call 753-5971.

•

PROCESSING
13114`-t

171 intost

Zippo

Lost

-4al:05140
HoffMan's

Murray
Christmas
Sweatshirts
&
Biuis

Faye's

4 901-6449999.
4
4 753-8201
4 Murray Rental
& Sales
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
753-2835
4

GRILL COOK
Must

Alliance fits
your style...
and your budget.

Murray Store & Lock

Manus

Cain's AMC Jeep

t•-•.•

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
WaPPY

38. Pets-Supplies
REGISTERED beagle
puppies for Christmas
Call 753-4109.

43. Real Estate
GOVERMENT homes
from $1 (U repair). also
delinquent tax property.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext GH8155 for information.
REAL estate home
study courses covering
(buying, no money
down, equity sharing.
govt. loans, etc.) up to
75(7
, savings. Call 1-3765646.

45

''Ilohdayg*49. Used Cars

Christmas Guitar
Outfit Special

Real Student Guitar
With Case
List $68.80
Sale

S. 5th St.

753-4872

White-Westinghouse
Countertop Microwave
Oven with 3-Stage
Auto-Defrost
MODEL
KM740G

ONLY

25995
• 1.6 Cu. Ft. Oven Capacity
• End-of-Cycle Signal
-•.Cfcitklfi/fInUte-Minder
•9 Power Selection Controls
• Temperature Probe

LAND AUCTION
** FARM MACHINERY **
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1985
10:00 AM - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MR. & MRS. LONNIE WARD

NEAR PARIS, TENNESSEE
Sale Location: From Paris. Tenn. Take Hwy. 69
North West 6 Mlles To Sale Site. SIGNS POSTED!!
John Deere 4440. C8A, Quad., 2 Valves, 18.4x38 Duals,
Wts.. Quick Hitch, SN017861•John Deere 3020 Diesel,
Roll Guard. Wts., SN117599•John Deere 6620 Hydrostatic Combine. 1041 Hours,4 Wheel Mud Assist. C“
w Monitors, 216 Flex Platform. Chopper. 30.5L-32 Rubber. SN502790, "A Real Nice Outfit"•John Deere 543
Cornhead. 5 Row 30" • 1979 International S 1800
Series, DT 466 Diesel Engine, 562 Transmission, Electric Over Hydraulic Tandem Axle. 20' Parkhurst Grain
Bed w Twin Hoist, Roll Over Tarp, 10.00-20 Rubber•
1964 Dodge 1', Ton w Grain Bed And Hoist. 2 Speed•
1969 Chevy Spreader Truck Equipped w Twin Fan
Stainless Steel Fertilize And Lime Bed•1969 V-W Beatie Car • John Deere 1408 3 Pt, Rotary Cutter• John
Deere 220 Black Gang Center Fold Disc•John Deere
8300 Grain Drill, 21x7 Double Disc Openers • John
Deere 2600-5x20" Auto-Matic Reset Plow•John Deere
1210A Grain Cart wHyd. Folding Auger•John Deere
7100 Platelets 6 Row Planter, Lift Assist Wheel, Insecticide Boxes, 2 Extra Units To Make Into An 8 Row
Planter•Big Ox 8' Hyd. Adjustable 3 Pt. Blade•Hale
16'-2 Axle Stock Trailer•New Holland Twine Tie Baler
•150 Gallon 3 Pt. Spray Rig w Hyd. Pump•Eversman
2' / Yard Dirt Pan w Front Steering Dollie•W8A 7 Tine
3 Pl. Ripper w Gauge Wheels• 1000 Gallon Tank w 3
Horse Pump•Graham 13 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow•13'
Manual Fold Culti Packer•IHC 3 Pt. 4 Row Rotary Hoe
•4 Wheel Rubber Tire Manure Spreader •PTO
Post
Hole Digger • Huskee 400 Gallon Saddle Tanks And
Racks•Ford 2x14" Plow•Forrest City 6 Row Hyd. Fold
Do-All • John Deere 13' Wheel Disc • 2 Row Spring
Shank Cultivator • 30' Hay And Corn Elevator •
Superior 8"-52' Transport Grain Auger • 14' Grain
Auger For Gravity Wagon • 550 Gallon Fuel Tank w
Pump•1000 Gallon Fuel Tank w Pump•Craftsman 230
Amp Welder • Large Assortment Of Bolts • Various
Shop Tools•16 Pieces Of Metal Siding. Strong Panel.
30" Wide x 2T Lengths•Severalflog Feeders.
For Information Concerning This Auction
Contact Mr. Ward At 901-782-3474
CONSIGNED BY A NEIGHBOR
1981 International S 1900 Series, OT 466 Diesel Engine,
Allison Transmission. Rayco Equilizer Tandem w Air
Bag And Tri Axle. 22' Omaha Grain Bed w Twin Hoist.
Roil Over Tarp, Swing Out Tail Gate, 11R 225 Rubber,
Air Conditioning, Step Fuel Tanks. Air Ride Seat,
"Super Outfit"

424 Acres t Of North West Henry County, Tenn, Farm
Land Selling By Deed. Located 6 Miles North West
Of
Paris, Tenn On The Stewart Road The Farm Will Be
Offered In Two 21.2 Acre t Tracts Then As A
Whole
Adopting The Highest Sale Price. The Entire Tract Is All
Tillable And Lays Well With Past Yields Proving
The
Land To Be In A High State Of Cultivation The West
Boundry Of The Farm Fronts The Stewart Road And
Has Good Building Sites Look This Farm Over And
Be
With Us Saturday, December 21st, Ready To Bld
And
Buy.

$73.00

$10.00 & Up

e:t-7

nRICK

1-HREE bedroom, 1 acre
lot, newly decorated, of
fice, garage, carport,
satellite. Must see. Lynn
Grove, 6 miles West of
Murray on Hwy 94. 542,
000. Call 435.4583 after 8
pm.

47. Motorcycles
1985 SUZUKI GS 550 LF.
excellent condition, 9000
miles, $2000. Call 4748055.

49. Used Cars
1975 MG. new top. excellent condition. Call 7536660.
1976 DATSUI's. 30 mpg..
good mechanical. First
$700 buys. Call 753-7419
after 5p.m.
1977 280.Z, good condition, 44.000 miles. 1
owner, automatic with
air conditioner. Days
753-3415, 753-7123 after
6p.m.
1977 CUTLASS Call 7531820

800 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

1985 BLACK Trans AM,
excellent condition. Call
753-6260, 759-4905 or 401
S. 12th & Mulberry Sr
1 OWNER, 1985 Fleetwood Brougham De
Elegance Cadillac.
loaded. includes moon
roof, 7,000 miles. Also,
1285 Corvette, loaded,
7,000 miles. Call 753-4509
or 759-4909.
IS it true you can buy
jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. government? Get
the facts today! Call
1-312-7424142 Ext. 2641.
NICE 1979 Cutlass V-8,
new white letter tires.
factory wheels. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9872

Four door & two seats,
454 cu
in
engine
Hydramatic transmission.
power steering, power
brakes. speed & cruise, till
steering wheel, dual tank.
AM/FM cassette, chrome
rear step bumper, tinted
glass, air condition,
stainless steel mirrors, six
new tires, on-off rear.
45,000 miles. $12,500
WILBUR F. BOGGESS
CHEVROLET CO.
305 Main St.
Cadiz, Ky
Phone 522-6637
Open 6 p.m. Mon-Fri
Noon Saturday
See Scott or
Wilbur Boggess

50. Used Trucks
1972 IA Van, lots of
new parts, 79,000 miles.
Call 474-2325.
1973 CHEVROLET
Cheyene. p.s., p.b., ac,
sliding back glass, good
tires, $1700. Call 7535030 after 5p.m.
1976 CHEA'Y pickup.
PS,PB, air, tilt. $1,850
Call 753-2916.

:•31r4111r431C31,4V,43.11%4P%

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-1293
Visa-MasterCard

50. Used Trucks

53. Services

Offered

INSULATION blown in
SW13, rails and Louvers.
by Sears. TVA apCall 1-345-2636.
proved. Save on those
1976 FORD Van, $1206. high heating and coolor best offer. Also, ing bills. Call Sears
Honda 250-R 3-wheeler, 753.2310 for free
$700 or best offer. Call
estimate.
492-8812.
McKnight AL. Sons
1976 JEEP C17, needs
Sawmill on Poor Farm
motor work, 4-wheel
Rd. Buyer of standing
drive unit & transmistimber. Call 753-7528.
sion in excellent condiJOINER'S complete
tion, no top. Call after
tree service. 32 yrs.
5p.m. ask for Chris experience. Also,
436-2289.
stumps mechanically
1979 JEEP Cherakee
removed 10'
below
Chief, good condition, 4 surface. Call 753-0366.
speed, 4 wheel drive, LEE'S CARPET
lockout hubbs winch, CLEANING: For all
new tires. $3500. Call
your carpet & upholstafter 5p.m. 753-3535.
ery cleaning. For a free
1979 -SUBARU Brat, estimate call 7-53-5827.
4-wheel drive, 30 mpg., Satisfied references.
1 owner, $1500. Call
759-1693 after 5:30p.m.
1980 TOYOTA 4-wheel
drive, short wheel base,
AM-FM radio, sliding
back window with topper, new tires with
'chrome wheels
753-3496.
'75 DODGE 3/4 ton,
4-wheel dr.. flat bed.
extra snow tires Call
435-4422.

at
at

*
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53. Services Offered
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick.
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations. new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753.4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves, dishwashers. re•
frigerators. etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.

GUN SALE

1
*
Large Selection Used Guns *
Rifles, Shotguns,
Handguns

1

Twin Lakes
Office Products, Inc.

AUCTIONEER 8, REAL ESTATE BROki
KENTUCKY

.

t
'512 Mein St.

I
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*
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Tucker TV Sales

& Service
1914 Coldwater Rd.
753-2900
Ulelieit'Aeir1r1
,
,P;01%.**Vi
53. Services Offered
MOODY'S Mower Repair. Pickup & delivery
Call 753-5668.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Worlc -completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con'
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Cali Roger Hudson
753 4545 or 753 6763

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
733-06.9

*

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
. *Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Murray, KY
Phone 7591099

°may's
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE MICAS Drop By A Soo Our Display

753-5940
1212 Main Murray; Ky
S.do 411 kik•
•••••••••

9•
•

opkins Insurance Agency

*

Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
OFFERING
Automobile
Guaranteed Issue
Homeowners
Senior Citizens
Fire
Life
Term
Universal Life

Cancer
IRA s
For Free Analysis

Quotes

115 S. 13th

im
tanwinamiatmantountal

John Lane Back Hoe
Service installs and
repairs septic tanks.
Also pump tanks
Licensed by the
Health Dept. You've
called the rest, now
call the best.
753-8669

Services Offered

53

• R., u
I
'
• .1011 Nri

Vernon's
*
I Western Wear 1
713 S. 12th St.
753-7113

51'

411

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
8. CUSTOM WOODWORKING

We Buy, Sell & Trade

Murray, Ky.
42071

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

PENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex.
perience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276
GT'ERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
tlENDON mini storage
self storage units, business or personal use 24
hour easy access.
lights, assorted sizes
753-7618.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial
Heating
and air condition, gas
Installation and repair
Phone 753-7203

Police
911
TROUBLES
If its with well
pumps, plumbing or
electric, then I have
the answer. Call
John Glover. Halm.ed with 26 years
•sp•rienc•.
Answering service
provided.

753-6614

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

PAINTING

753-012,3 1

Model 51306B Fe.ituririg

*

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
New Remington
Model 1100
$32500
20 guage

Each 889.00

,

F.

New Line of
Llama Handguns,
Cal 380,45, 22,9mm.

Tan G8 6261 70

Limited Quantity $69.50

NEED work on your
trees' Topping, pruning. shaping, complete
removal and more Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates. References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOFING, Plumbing.
Concrete work, Ad.
ditions, Painting.
General Carpentry
P A. Molony Co
753 - 8628 . Free
Estimates.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrail. and bag clos
ing machines. Also
_scissor sharpning.10
experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth. -Barnhill. 753-2674.
Stella, Ky.
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE. Mechanically
removed 10 inches below
the surface, no damage to
surrounding .lawn. Larry
Wood 753-0211 or 1-4438682.
TREES trimmed or
removed. .Also, yard
work. Experienced.
Free estimates. Call
436-2690.

NOCIRMAKIROVIEMMIIMIEVIMMMIIIIi

89.00

JAMES R. CASH
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1976 CHEYENNE pickup

Carroll
Audi

1982 GMC
Sierra Classic
Big Dooley

Gold ".
Jewelers
r,

Each $

TERMS 10% Down Day Of Sale
Balance Dui
mean 311 °eye And Delivery Of
Deed.

0930

$39.90

14 Kt. Gold Charms
& Bracelets

Lease A
1986 Audi 4000
4 door, automatic
sedan with sun
roof, cassette,
metallic paint for
268.82
per
month, 60 month
closed end lease
through
December
31,
1985.

An anacitit that vs strictly INV class •ns•de and out
Boot
around an extremely dureb e compress
1,1 shell
that s overed tr .I"'.1)4-, 1, 1, r
r ook
and feel of t nc
.1,
• it 1 1
t- est
100
change combrnat
i
1 .4501,
Only on e.pens ve 411
<
and •,•:eaSr'on. It
Ir
is
t,
p as so
tit)
iab,e,s Ind
'p.51 pen
and pencil Brusr,
•
.4%
Cordovan
20 70

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!

FANCY FARM

2 BR frame, I bath,
located 1405 Vine. Call
753-0932 or 753-5898.
3 BR 2 bath
home with full basement plus this areas
largest private indoor
horseback riding arena
with 15 stalls 8r tack
room. 'Situated on 911
acres. Ideal for horse
boarding & riding
lessons. The total
package offered at $69,
000 through Kopperud
Realty. Phone 753-1222.
DY owner. Brick home
Lynnwood Estates, 3
BR, 1.
5 bath, family
room, utility room,
large kitchen & living
room. Fenced in yard.
deck. TVA insulation,
wood stove, central air,
$44,000. Call 753-6098 or
753-9786.
ENJOY beautiful Lake
view from this 4 Br, 2
-bath brick home in
Panorama Shores. 2
kitchens, fireplace in
den. Unbelievable low
price, $35,000. owner
says make offer. Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222.. .
1-10LSE for sale to settle
estate. 3 BR on 2 acre
lot on Hwy. 80, 1 mile
west of 68 and 80
junction. 474-2708.
NEW houses for sale by
building_ contractor.
Three new houes priced
In the 40's Call Bill
Page 753.3672.
REDUCED! 3 BR, 2
bath, neat, very comfortable. Make offer.
Call 753-8289.
SMALL house, garage
& 2 trailer hook-ups all
on 1 acre lot. $17.000.
Call 759-1044.

Airway/Atlantic 6200
Finemark Attache

This Will Be An Open Sale To Area Farmers!So Come
Prepared To Find More Equipment Consigned By
Sale
Day Bring Your Trucks And *trailers. James R Cash
Loading Facilities Will Be Available At No Charge!

(502)623-8466 or (502)623-6388
Tenn. Firm •1106, Tenn. Auc. Lic.

••,-.
;"HAPPY
`Holoday4

46. Homes for Sale

Purdoms Inc.
202

Reg. $179.00 NOW

Y'
,
,)

753-3682
IMP•

Reg. $100.00 NOW

Triple Herringbone Chains

1978 TOYOTA Celica
Hatchback, one owner,
with all service records.
30 mpg. super condition.
Call 753-1299.
1979 BUICK Electra
Limited, loaded, all the
extras, good condition,
white with beige vinyl
top & interior. 474-2796.
1979 CHRYSLER, New
P,
Yorker. 2 tone gray, .
1)1.
loaded. Call 436-5692 after :
?"1'1
5 pm.

Chucks Music
•)'Happy

$19.90

Herringbone Chains

14 Kt. Solid

Lessons available.
Free picks.

1411 Main

14 Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $48.50 NOW

4

COMPACT SIZE
BIG PERFORMANCE!
star" 13"....

Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.

$19.90

800 Chestnut
urray, Ky.

46. Homes for Sale
PRICE reduced on this 3
bedroom brick-VA i FHA
terms. Great room with
stove included. Low 40's
Ask for Bob 753-1492
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

mum:Rick f.v•erla-lf.1

Services Offered

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

14 Kt. Ladies Gold Nugget Rings

Carroll
Audi

$54.50

53

Christmas
Specials

Lease A 1986
Audi 5000-S
4 door automatic
sedan with electric sun roof,
cassette, metallic
paint and other
standard equipment features for
$306.07
per
month for 60
month closed end
lease.

Farms for Sale

PAGE 17
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35 ACRE tract which
includes 30 acres of
highly productive farm
land plus lovely 5 acre
tract with stocked pond,
tobacco barn, orchard &
several large oak trees.
Beautiful building site.
Located only 2 miles
north of town. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

MONDAY, DECEMBER IL 1985

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
•F If ISTIMATIS•

Ho General Electric load to,
dealer ter melee ...d..
ivIldo I., Mwrey end C•lieway
Co...Hy 402 Owlet...0
rl.r

753-8161

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753.0689.

Send
your
packages the easy
way.
Use our convient
service. We accept
UPS packages for
'Carpets
shipment.
•Upholstery
COURT
'Free Estimates
SQUARE
Satisfaction
ANTIQUES
Guaranteed
Citfle•

ti ri/C/

(/,jir

Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

Call...
753.5627

1

Poison
Control
15317588

•
I

Issassiatimems...
PAGE: At
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Foreign companies fo,cusing on interior of United States
FRANKFORT, Ky. variety of products, said
AP — Foreign com- a foreign marketing
panies wanting to invest director.
in the United States are
Ted Sauer, who heads
focusing on the nation's
interior, instead of just the international
the two_ coasts,-and that Marketing office for
has given Kentucky a ..Kentucky's Commerce
strategic advantage at a Cabinet, s 'el Japan has
potential new plant site. been the ma target of
The state's location business reciQiting but
between the Midwest other countiriekif also
and the South and its have potential.
Kentucky has more
diverse resources allow
it to oomplete for a wide than six dozen foreign

companies either
operating in the state or
planning to open offices
or factories soon.
Toyota Motor Corp.,
which announced last
week that it would build
an $ 8 0 0 million
assembly plant at
Georgetown. is among
12 Japanese companies
to make a commitment
to the Bluegrass State.
But England, with 20
concerns represented, is

Kentucky's current
leading foreign
investor.

We seem to be getting the highest profile
that we've ever gotten,"
Commerce Secretary
All together, 75 com- Carroll Knicely said.
panies with at least 10 "It's highly important
percent -foreign owner- because there's a great
ship are in Kentucky. deal of investment acBesides the English and tivity internationally."
Japanese, three more
Kentucky generally
countries have more competes for foriegn
than five represen- operations with Tentatives each: Germany, nessee and Michigan, as
16; Canada, eight: and well as Indiana, Ohio,
France. six.
Georgia and the
Carolinas, Sauer said.
The motivation to attract investors is simple: growth and new
jobs.
In October Murdoch
Tennessee officials,
gave the unions a year- for example, say they
end deadline to agree to have attracted 32
terms for his new Japanese companies
computer-set paper, the with investments totalLondon Post. It is to be ing $1.1 billion.
printed at Murdoch's
"We don't care
new plant.
whether it's the
Japanese yen or the
Deutschmark or U.S.
dollars that create
jobs," says Paul
Tesorero, director of
reverse investment for
Mr. Outland, 67, of 416 the Office of InternaSouth Eighth St.. Mur- tional Development
in
ray, died Friday at 6:05 Michigan. "Our role
is
a.m. at Murray - to create
jobt in the
Calloway County state."
Hospital.
To help attract
He is survived by his foreign
business, Sauer
wife, Mrs. Mignon Clark
relies on two assistants,
Outland, to whom he
a secretary and a Tokyo
was married on March
office, which has two
16, 1957; one daughter,
full-time workers, and
Mrs.- Leighton Ruger,
one-part-time employee:
Greensburg. Ind.; one
_ KiliCely
says close at.
sister, Mrs: --Estelle
tention to cultural difJohnson, and two
ferences is a key to winbrothers, H.E. Outland
ning foreign inand L.E. Outland, all of
vestments. He believes,
Murray; three grandfor example, that Kenchildren; one greattucky succeeded in atgrandchild.

tracting Isuzu Truck of
America to Russellville
because of quick coordination between the
state and Western Kentucky University.
State officials learned
at one point in negotiations that they might

the impending launMurdoch is also on the
ching of two new offensive. He owns four
computer -printed British national papers,
newspapers in the spr- the profitable tabloids
ing — one by British en- the Sun and the News of
trepreneur Eddie Shah the World, along with
and another by The Times and The SunAustralian -born day Times.
publisher Rupert
Murdoch.
Shah, who says he can
cut his costs to a fifth of
Fleet Street's, has
challenged the tradiServices for William
tional economics of the
British newspaper C. Outland are today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
industry.
Hartwell forfeited the Max Churchill Funeral
Daily Telegraph and Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
Sunday Telegraph, owned by his family for 57 and the Rev. Sammy
years. because his ex- Cunningham are ofpensive ($157.3 million), ficiating with music by
high-risk borrowing last Grace Baptist Church
June to finance new Choir.
Pallbearers are
plants and printers'
layoff payments failed Michael V. Huger, John
Yotmgerman,
to meet
D. Sherman, James
targets.
Black, who acquired a Kuykendal, Mavin D.
14 percent stake in June Mangrum and James R.
for $14.3 million and a Outland.
Burib.1 will follow in
first option if Hartwell
Murray
City Cemetery.
more
shares,
sold
boosted his stake to 50.1
percent for $2816 million
more.
The funeral for Jessie
Mirror publisher
Maxwell extracted his H. Harrison was Sunday
concessions from the at 12:30 p.m. in the
unions with dire threats. chapel of Hornbeak
At one point he said that Funeral Home. Fulton,
until his new plant is Dr._.:Mel Mason
ready in 1987, he would officiating.
Burial was in Obion
suspend publication "of
his two Sunday national County Memorial
tabloids and the Gardens.
Mr. Harrison. 78.
3.1-million circulation
left-wing Daily Mirror. Maple Avenue. Fulton,
died Thursday night at
Parkway Regional
((Word from page 7)
Hospital.
He was a member of
Tue%day. Dec. 17
Wednesday,Dec. 18
Story Hours •will be at clude bridge —with South Fulton Baptist
Church. He was preced:lL:•:0 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Mayrelle Clark
as ed in death by one
.it Callow- ay Public
hostess at 9:30 a.m. and daughter, Mrs. Judith
!Abrary
luncheon at noon with Bennett, two brothers
— — — —
Melva Hatcher and and one sister.
James E Welch, field
Murrelle Walker as
Survivors are his
eterans benefit chairmen of hostesses.
wife, Mrs. Essie Irene
coiinselor of Kentucky
————
Harrison; one daughter,
Center for Veterans AfWomen of the Moose Mrs. Joyce Lawson,
fairs 1A ill be at National
will have Aerobic Exer- Fulton; one son, Charles
• ;iiard Armory. Murcise at 7 p.m. at lodge W. Harrison. Kirksey;
r•iy from 9 a.m to 3:30
hall.
six grandchildren; one
— —— —
great-grandchild.
Events at Calloway
Also surviving are two
V.ednes- day. Dec. 18
Public Library include sisters, Mrs. Margaret
.1 N WilliamsChapter
Parents and Twos at Woods, St. Louis. Mo.,
ot the United Daughters
9:30 a.m. and Story and Mrs. Virginia Lowe,
,,f the Confederacy, will
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and Gary, Ind.; four
meet at 1:30 p m. at
3:30 p.m.
brothers, Thomas Harhome of Mrs. John J.
————
Business Deductions
Christmas Church
— — ——
This year may be the
Family Dinner
Hazel and Douglas
last year to get
potluck) will be at 6
(*enters will be open
investment tax credit
p.m. at First United
Buy now in 1985
from lo a m. to 2 p.m.
Methodist Church
Dwain Taylor
tor activities by senior
Children's musical and
Chevrolet, Inc.
citizens
candlelight service will S 12th St. Murroy 753 2617
— —— —
be at 7 p.m. and Live
Lady Racers will play
Nativity Scene at 7:45
Southern Illinois
p.m.
"niversity. Carbondale
— ———
at 7:30 p m in Racer
Youth of Memorial
Arena. Murray State
Baptist Church will
l'niversity. There is no
have a Christmas .party
admission charge
from 5 to 8 p.m. at Bap— — ——
tist Student Union.
Health Express of
— ———
Murray-Calloway CounFamily Night will be
ty Hospital will be at Ciat 6 : 45 p.m. in
ty Hall. Puryear, Tenn..
Fellowship Hall of First
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Baptist Church.
J Grocery,
————
Buchanan, Tenn.. from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
—— — —
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living With
Diabetes at 2 p.m. in
third floor classroom.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
FREE ELECTRONIC
— — — —
HEARING TEST
Ladies day events at
En your home or our office
oaks Country Club in-

OBITUARIES

Mr. Outland's rites today

Father of Kirksey man dies

A program was arranged. "I went back in
and told the delegation
that, and the leader of
the delegation said,
Well, I've never seen
such a difficult problem
worked out so quickly,"
Knicely said.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Family loses control of newspaper
LONDON I API — In
the latest of a series of
shocks rocking Lon(lon's newspaper row.
Britain's last national
newspaper -owning
family has lost control
of its 130-year-old Daily
Telegraph to a Canadian millionaire.
Last week. Lord Hartwell, 73, relinquished his
family•s cherished but
debt •ridden Daily
Telegraph to industrialist Conrad
Black
while a flamboyant rival. Robert
Maxwell. announced
he (1 struck a "historic
deal . ‘A- ith unions to lay
off one-third of his Mirror Newspaper Group's
tl.i..)00 staff.
Fleet Street has long
attracted rich men.
Britons and foreigners.
They:..have paid..dearly
for owning .famous
newspapers while
unions fought to
preserve antiquated
printing methods and inflated payrolls.
Today most of the
)i:iitry's 17 national
ncwspapers plan to
move to computerized
plants in a new industrial zone four miles
!.roin Fleet Street and
4eographically beyond
the reach of the industry's entrenched
restrictive practices, including print union control of hiring and firing.
A major spur to
technological change is

lose the plant because
another state had promised Saturday classes
for Japanese children.
who needed the extra attention to keep pace
with children in the
Japanese school
system

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barren
Dollar Gen. Store'
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

+1.49
/
2
66% •1
20/
1
4 + 1/4
241/8 tine
28 unc
44/
1
2 -1/4
133
/4 -1
/
2
217/
8 -3/8
17 + 1/4
17 - 1/4
57% +
11% + 1/8
603
/ -43
/8
74% -1
/
4
62/
1
4 -%
32% -1/3

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientinc-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

.

29%
1503
/R +1
/
2
22/
3
4 unc
36% -1
/
4
57 .%
42% -1/4
583/i -3
/
4
12 -Ye
40% -1
/
4
29'/8 -3
/8
64% +3
/8
3474 +1%
32 unc
16% -%
7.49

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS -- MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

8.5% A.P.R.
Financing On
1986 Chevrolet
Cavaliers

rison and R.G. Harrison, Fulton, Robert
Loyd Harrison, Gary.
and Norris Harrison.
Lake County. Tenn.

Make a note and check
with us before you renew your present Auto
Or Homeowners insurance. It will pay you to
compare our broad coverages and competitive
rates You might save
some money.

Events...

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
Southside of the Cl square
753 4451
FWPOSIerffrtg

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.

753.261
641 S.

L

ET His diViNE Lk1tTSI1iNE
h. 4'

UpONusA[E...M

hiS

,

*mar,
.414:rk•

SEASON

lIT WiTh pEACEI

tovE,ANd joy! 6€1!

rf

Dan McNutt
State Auto Insurance
A fr44,
41 yo,

deper41 (ft,
tanli

A MICROWAVE

4

'Us the reason
they'll be jolly...

IRA's;

HEARING
, AIDS _,

Tappan Microwave

SERVICE 01* ILL MAKES

trr

• fr

c

•

• r
•

,

KIK STUMP REMOVAL
Vire

'S'.•'P'
•P*101r,

rr^wr'd
to 24 below
435 4343 or 435 4319
C.,ove,
Houl
We We

W/Defrost Cycle

„

247-8654
.Reilewse
AID SERVICE

Special Low Price $ 1 35

HEARING

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gray:A
435-4343
435-4319

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield. K.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. wheeler.
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd St.
153.5341

James M. o eman, Betty D. Coleman, Jerry L.'
Lassiter, Gilbert M. Davis II, Kathryn J. Davis

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
F 4thUNERAL HOME!tic.

•

.

UMW

AN110111ft

I

ENTERTAINING WITH EASE & SAVINGS
LET US

HELP YOU DURING THE HOLIDAY SEASON WITH ALL YOUR
ENTERTAINING NEEDS FROM A SIMPLE MEAL TO THE TRADITIONAL FAMILY
FEAST.

TANGERINES
FRESH
FLORIDA
SIZE 210
EACH
AINNIIIIk
41.1111111111111•11111111111111=1111111111,

'

69
PRICES
GOOD
UNTIL
CHIRSTMAS
DAY.

.orirronwifEliW

• QUALITY
MEAT
FULLY COOKED
SHANK HALF

WHOLE SMOKED

78C

PICNIC

Le.

REELFOOT REGULAR,

CORN KING SLICED

BACON

09 OLD FASHION
L
WIENERS LB $149

$

120Z.

REELFOOT REGULAR OR OLD
FASHION SLICED
$ di

REELFOOT OLD FASHION
OR EMGE SLICED
e

BACON

BOLOGNA LB

69

LB

TENNEESSEE PRIDE
PORK

I

JIMMY DEAN
COCKTAIL

12

A et

TM

"
1

$4 99

SAUSAGE LB$169 WIENERS oz.
BLUE BELL

FRESH
T RKEYS
LouisFOch

LOUIS RICH QUALITY
NEVER FROZEN

I

ECKRICH SMOKED

WIENERS lez. 99C SAUSAGE LB$219

FRESH TURKEYS

us

$129

LB

$209

LB

$119

WHOLE FRESH TURKEY

BREAST
FRESH TURKEY HALF

BREAST
FRESH TURKEY

WINGS
FRESH TURKEY

THIGHS
FRESH TURKEY

DRUMSTICKS

Ls 79' •

411
,

•

1

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
ROUND

BONELESS

STEAK
As

LB.
REELF00'-'.HOLE
HAMS 17 TO 20 LB

$129 NORBEST TURKEY
LB

EMGE WHOLE

BREAST

$129

HAMS 17 TO 20 LB LB

HAMS

$199

TURKEYS

WHOLE BONELESS
HAMS

LOUIS RICH TURKEY
LB

88

HARPERS WHOLE COUNTRY

$168

HUNTER WHOLE BONELESS

BL

•HAMS•

11

HAM

LB

GOV. INSPECTED HEN

_rv•

HALF %vs LB.

HAMS

HAMS

249

FIELD BONELESS KENTUCKIAN$

$2'9
$159

LB

219

$

HALF $221 LB

HUNTER BONELESS
PRE SUCED
$29

HAM

LB

LB

REELFOOT BONELESS
SWEETENDA
HAM

10

299

FIELD ZIP CUT BONELESS

HAM

$0479 •HAMS

LB

PAGE PARTY HALF

FIELD FINEST BAKED
HAM

HAM

$
LB

69
LB $2

METZGER HALF PRINCESS

HAM

$299
LB

.299
•

'259

LB

BLUE BELL BONELESS PETITE
HAMSLB

4

iP

'

,ffiew, •

.4•000•11111104`

•
••••••411111••••••••••1111•11....i.••••111011•00......

BUY QUALITY FOOD FOR LESS! A LOT
LESS! WITH CHECKOUT BONUSSTAMPS
THE
NO. 1

KRAFTS
PARKAY

•

KRAFTS

MIRACLE WHIP

QUART
JAR

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

Amp

OLEO
STICKS

1 LB.

19

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

DUNCAN HINES

SCOTT
PAPER
TOWELS

GOLD
MEDAL

CAKE
MIX
•

1.5
Z. BOX39
O8

WITH 1 nun BONUS CERTWCATE

JUMBO 2
1
ROL)..

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CUTWICATE

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

4111

GRADE A MED

EGGS
DOZEN

0C

UNCLE BEN'S
CONVERTED

RICE

1 LB. BOX

KRAFTS
MARSHMALLOW

CREAM

7 OZ. JAR

a

BAKERS ANGEL FLAKE

GREAT
FOR
PUMPKIN
PIES

09

$

COCONUT 134Ar.

PET MILK
e„

PARADE

49 pi.,
SWEET

TALL CAN

$I 39

OZ. CAN

db

BIG JOHN

ac

PARADE
SALAD

OLIVES

PARADE
PURE
VEGETABLE

10 OZ. JAR

3

POST

PUREX

17 OZBOX

SOAP PADS

PECAN
HALVES

CHOCOLATE4,
CHIPS
12 OZ. BAG

8 OZ. BAG

10 CT. BOX

PARADE'

STUFFING
MIX

PURINA
MEOW MIX

49 mUSH
•

7
99

6 OZ. BOX
29
56 OZ. BAG $6

MOUNTAIN DEW,DIET PEPSI
(ALL PEPSI LABELS)

PEPSI $

12

12 OZ.
CANS
FOR

$229'4'

PARADE STEM & PIECES

ROOMS
PARADE
COFFEE

16 OZ.

CREAMER JAR
LOG CABIN

SYRUP

99
99c

8 OZ. CAN

C

BRILLO
CAT
FOOD

FRESH (PIECES 'I.")

Ai

HERSHEYS

‘e
6..

DRY DETERGENT

79

$I 59

LB. CAN

RAISIN
BRAN 15 OZ. BOX

POTATO
CHIPS 7,/2 OZ. BAG

SHORTENING

99

$1
24 OZ. BOTTLE

db.
--

••••

Ag-

..--;;••••••

NABISCO
ALL
FLAVORS
7/
1
2TO 100Z.
BOXES

qafer
Gor •
41/1k

NABISCO
12 OZ. BOX

. .
•

,wir"•:.

LA
CK
CRACKERS$119

NABISCO
MINT, DOUBLE STUFF OR

RhT
CRACKERS
$149

OREO
COOKIES

189

1 LB. SIZE
PARADE ANGEL FOOD
(OR FROSTING 13 OZ. BOX)

CAKE MIX
VELVET
TA
SHELLS
WHEAT
BREAD

COFFEE
COFFEE
HARD
89c ROLLS
4%

16 OZ. BOX

KRAFTS

v9

FOLGERS DECAFFINATED

RUFFLE
S
POTATO CHIPS

A

130Z. BAG

a--

FOLGERS DECAFFINATED

$1 ,

12 OZ. BOX

COUNTRY HEARTH 100%

109

4 OZ. JAR .P1

1

BUNNY (NOT AVAILABLE MONTICELLO,

20 OZ. LOAF

7 OZ.
BAG
PKG OF 1299°
KRAFTS
GRAPE

1

HELLMANS
REAL

JELLY
MAYON
NAISE
DREAM
89C
WHIP

OCEAN
SPRAY
CRANBERRY
COCKTAIL
OR
CRANAPPLE

18 OZ
JAR

.! 1

QUART JAR

$169

Crowning Fashion

19

DISH PROMOTION WILL
END Ian. 1, 1985. BUY NOW!
NOT AVAILABLE MONTICELLO OR MISSOURI STORES

6.5 OZ. BOX

This Week's Featured Accessory Item

FAYGO
SODA
ANY FLAVOR

Gravy Boat

SUNSHINE
CHUNK

DOG
FOOD

Save $3.00 from our Regular
Discount Price With This Coupon
VALUABLE DINNERWARE COUPON

:3

I"PM

sop'

SAVE $3.00

3

890

FOR
16 OZ. BOTTLES

Crowning Fashicin
GRAVY BOAT

Our Rog. Discount Prim..$13.99
Coupon Savings
$ 3.00
Your Priam(with COultoti) Stale

40 LI. BAG

t
t
a
NIPPON NO WW1130)111111

• •••4

€:*
vmposawar
,
11.140011.-^ •••••••

a

a...a •

uj

III

FROZEN FOOD VALUES
BREYERS
ANY FLAVOR
FINEST
QUALITY

ICE
CREAM

69
Es

I

KRAFTS

TOPPING

$109 I

8 OZ. CAN

PARADE
SHREDDED CHEDDAR
OR MOZARELLA

ri

CHEESE4oz.69c

PILLSBURY 20 OZ.t4 69
COOKIES Me
.
I

IN STORE BAKERIES
NOT AVAILABLE IN
ALL ING ANN STORES.

I

PET RITZ
DEEP DISH

$199
PIE
SHELLS PACKAGE OF 2
PET RITZ REGULAR

PIE
SHELLS

PRAIRIE FARMS FRESH

'
99

PILLSBURY $
CRESCENT
ROLLS $z.

79C

PKG. OF 2

FRESH DAIRY

iv...
,

PET-RITZ
BLACKBERRY, APPLE,PEACH $
OR CHERRY CRUNCH•
COBBLERS 26 OZ. SIZE

09

UTE FLUFF

CINNAMON
ROLLS

EGG
NOG
QUART

990

9.501

CANS

A GREAT VALUE

FRESH BAKED

GLAZED

RAISIN BREAD

DONUTS

$1 29

$1 99

LOAF AB

DOZEN dh

CHOCOLATE CHIP
CINNAMON
APPLE MUFFINS

499C

r

#

it4

•

.1 •

,

FANCY
FANCY

RESH
FLORIDA
ZIP• PEELING
FRESH 210 SIZE

TANGERINES
FRESH WASHINGTON STATE

US NO 1 YELLOW

BARTLET PEARS
LB

CELERY

EACH

FANCY
ED DEUCIOUS

APPLES
$1
.49
BAG

EACH

69°

BAKING

POTATOES
$169

10
LB BAG
r

des the same savings sr a niched voiddi ell settle
pests purchase the advertised Items at the advertised
price within 311 days. help see vender goose se be
eseepted per leees.

QUANTITY MONTS RESERVED
NMIMU TO WALLIS

59°

COCONUT

US NO 1 IDAHO

FLOWERS &
FRUIT BASKETS
GREAT GIFTS
VISIT BIG JOHN
ADVERTMED ITEM POUCtledi el these advertised
items are rewired hp be repay avalleble fur sale la
loch Mg Me Iamb sten sae* as spedliselly meted
I Mis ad. I we ds roe eel et am advertioN1 hen, we
oil otter pee yeer simples ifs amperable brood ream

6

LARGE STALK CALIFORNIA PASCAL I FRESH FOR CHRISTMAS

„ONIONS
3LB BAG 49°

69'

EA

REMEMBER TO REGISTER FOR
THE GIANT 8 FOOT CHRISTMAS
SOCK TO BE GIVEN AWAY
CHIRSTMAS EVE.
PRICES GOOD IN ALL IL, MO.,
KY. & TN. BIG JOHN STORES.

PRICES GOOD FROM DEC.16 THROUGH CHRISTMAS EVE.

